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1. Introduction

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly (WHA48) was held in Geneva,
Switzerland, from 1-12 May 1995. During its deliberations, WHA48 considered the
work of the Executive Board since the last World Health Assembly, reviewed the
proposed program budget for the period 1996-1997, and passed a total of 32 resolutions,
the same number passed in 1994. From the Region of the Americas. Dr. J. R. de la
Fuente Ramfrez (Mexico) was elected as one of the Assembly's Vice-Presidents.

The work of the Assembly is summarized in the following sections. Only those
resolutions and other actions considered to be of particular importance to the Region of
the Americas are included. They are presented according to subject matter. Those that
relate to agenda items being considered by the Executive Committee are so noted with
cross references. All of the resolutions are included in Annex A, in numerical order.

2. Program Policy Matters

2.1 Emergency and Humanitarian Action (Resolution WttA48.2)

Resolution WHA48.2 calls for Member States to include disaster reduction and

emergency preparedness in national development plans and to ensure mechanisms for
intersectoral emergency management. It requests the Director-General to support
Member States in these efforts, including humanitarian action programs; to seek
extrabudgetary resources; to promote coordination of WHO technical programs and
cooperation with other agencies; to retain flexibility to carry out certain operational
activities, when necessary; and to strengthen the ability of WHO field offices.
Noteworthy are the priority given the support of national efforts, the emphasis on
regional, bilateral, and national preparedness, and the reduced emphasis on operational
roles for WHO.

The actions of the PAHO Secretariat are fully consistent with this resolution.
Indeed, PAHO has the most highly developed program on emergency preparedness and
disaster relief within WHO and has reiterated its willingness to collaborate closely in the
promotion of disaster preparedness in other Regions. The resolution does not mention
the following aspects which are prominent concerns of PAHO's program: prevention and
mitigation, the impact of economic sanctions on public health and humanitarian
assistance, and support for collective responses among developing countries. A detailed
report on the regional program is provided for the Executive Committee in Document
CE1 16/27.
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2.2 Revision and Updating of the International Health Regulations (Resolution
WHn4S.

Resolution WHA48.7 urges Member States, other agencies, and nongovernmental
organizations to participate in a review of the International Health Regulations and asks
the Director-General to prepare a revision in accordance with Article 21 of the
Constitution. The PAHO Secretariat is involved continuously in matters concerning the
International Health Regulations and considers the resolution to be of great importance
for various reasons, including the following: the presence of cholera, plague, and yellow
fever in the Region, sometimes in epidemic form; the application of measures contrary
to the International Health Regulations by some countries when epidemics have occurred
in the Region; the possibility of including other diseases within the regulations; and
increasing trade and movement of people. The Secretariat will promote the participation
of Member States in the Region in the review of the regulations and will actively
participate itself, in order to make the regulations more effective.

2.3 Reorientating Medical Education and Medical lhntetice for Health For All
(Resolution WHA48.8)

Resolution WHA48.8 urges Member States to review the role of medical
practitioners, including generalists and specialists, and medical schools in attaining health
for all and to promote an optimal mix of medical practitioners with suitable educational
programs. It requests the Director-General to promote means for practitioners to better
meet the needs of those they serve, to further orient training to health care delivery, to
involve nongovernmental organizations and WHO collaborating centers, and to encourage
global and regional coordination.

In 1994, PAHO held a regional meeting on "Medical Education and Practice and
Social Needs: A New Approach to Quality." This resolution reflects the position of
PAItO. The Regional Program of Human Resources Development has close
relationships with associations of medical schools, promotes studies of the reformulation
of medical education, encourages medical schools to provide continuing medical
eduction, works with schools to achieve self-evaluation and curriculum change, and
fosters a closer relationship between medical education and health services.

2.4 Prevention of Hearing Impairment (Resolution WHA48.9)

Noting that world wide 120 million people have disabling hearing difficulties,
Resolution WHA48.9 calls for Member States to prepare national plans to prevent and
control major causes of avoidable heaxSng loss, to introduce appropriate legislation, to
ensure the highest possible level of childhood immunization, and to collaborate with
nongovernmental organizations. It asks the Director-General to develop appropriate
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technical guidelines, to assist in the assessment of hearing loss as a public health
problem, to support national prevention measures, to collaborate with nongovernmental
organizations, to promote research, and to mobilize extrabudgetary resources.

Hearing impairment has been relatively neglected in the Region of the Americas.
The Regional Program on Rehabilitation and Prevention of Disab'fiities, which is part of
the Division of Health Systems and Services, is working with other programs to advance
prevention and treatment of deafness and hearing loss, especially by facilitating the work
of other sectors and nongovernmental organizations, mob'fiizing resources, and promoting
cooperation among countries.

2.5 Reproductive Health: WHO's Role in the Global Strategy (Resolution
_4S. lO)

Resolution WHA48.10 endorses and reaffirms the role of WHO in reproductive
health and underlines the need to coordinate with other United Nations agencies. It urges
Member States to further develop and strengthen their reproductive health programs, to
assess reproductive health needs using accepted principles, to strengthen the capacity of
health workers, and to evaluate their progtmns as part of the health-for-all strategy. It
requests the Director-General to continue efforts to increase resources, to include
reproductive health in reporting progress on health-for-aH, to develop a coherent
programmatic approach to be presented at future sessions of the Executive Board and
World Health Assemblies, and to promote ethical practices.

The resolution is important to the Americas because it supports proposals
previously presented to PAHO's Governing Bodies and processes already initiated by the
Secretariat. The document on Population and Reproductive Health (CEl16/13) being
presented to the Executive Committee provides details of the Program of Family Health
and Population, which is part of the Division of Health Promotion and Protection.

2.6 An International Strategy for Tobacco Control (Resolution WHA48.11)

Noting that the Ninth World Conference on Tobacco and Health adopted an
international strategy consistent with the essential aspects of WHO's policy, Resolution
WHA48.11 urges Member States to coordinate their actions with the United Nations
system focal point on Tobacco or Health and requests the Director-General to report to
the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on the feasibility of developing an international
instrument to be adopted by the United Nations, to inform the Economic and Social
Commission of this resolution, and to develop a further plan of action for 1996-2000.

PAHO also participated in the Ninth World Conference on Tobacco and Health,
presenting an American Tobacco or Health Initiative, in partnership with the National
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Cancer Institute and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of the United States of

America. Member Governments in the Americas are encouraged to coordinate with UN
focal points to develop comprehensive strategies for tobacco control and to develop
smoke-free environments. The PAl-lO Secretariat wffi participate actively in these
processes.

2.7 Control of Diarrheal Diseases and Acute Respiratory Infections: Integrated
Management of the Sick Child (Resolution WHA48.12)

Resolution WHA48.12 endorses the integrated management of the sick child and
urges Member States to accelerate their programs for control of diarrheal diseases and
acute respiratory infections, to plan for a transition to an integrated approach, to
strengthen existing health system mechanisms, and to tackle underlying problems such
as malnutrition. It asks the Director-General to continue development of managerial
tools, to promote the prevention of major causes of child mortality, to support research,
to facilitate the provision of effective vaccines, to promote rational use of antimicrobials,
to maintain effective and close collaboration with other organizations, and to seek
extrabudgetary funds.

Under the coordination of the Division of Diarrheal and Acute Respiratory
Infections, WHO and UNICEF have developed a course to train health facility workers
to deal more effectively with five main childhood health problems (pneumonia, diarrhea,
malaria, measles, and malnutrition). The course will need extensive review and
adaptation in each Region and will have to undergo a field trial in selected countries.
To ensure the coherent and effective implementation of this initiative, the PAHO
Secretariat will establish a focal point for the program; develop an integrated regional
policy; strengthen coordination with UNICEF, UN'DP, the World Bank, and bilateral
partners; and integrate the strategy into the mandates of the Interagency Coordinating
Committees for the Control of Diarrheal Diseases, Acute Respiratory Infections, and
World Summit Goals.

2.8 Communicable Diseases Prevention and Control.' New, Emerging, and
Re-emerging Infectious Diseases (Resolution WHA48.13)

Resolution WHA48.13 notes the continuing and increasing threat of various
communicable diseases and antimicrobial resistance and urges Member States to
strengthen surveillance of such diseases, to improve diagnostic capabilities, to enhance
national and international communications, to encourage antimicrobial sensitivity testing,
to foster applied research, and to control outbreaks. It requests the Director-General to
establish strategies to improve recognition and reporting of new, emerging and re-
emerging infectious diseases, to draw up plans to improve national and international
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surveillance, to strengthen applied research, to establish strategies enabling rapid national
and international responses, and to coordinate with other agencies of the United Nations.

The Region of the Americas has had recent outbreaks of cholera, plague, dengue,
meningccx)ccal meningitis, and yellow fever; tuberculosis is a persistent threat in all
countries; and antimicrobial resistance is a serious problem whose extent is not well
documented. Hemorrhagic fever viruses are present in several countries, and hantavims
infection has been documented in North and South America. Therefore, it is important
that the countries of the Americas act upon the recommendations in this resolution. As
an initial step, the PAHO Secretariat recently convened a meeting of experts to develop
a regional plan to address the challenge of emerging infections, to identify institutions
that can contribute to implementing that plan, and to prepare guidelines for national
plans. The Secretariat will present a more detailed document to the Governing Bodies.

2.9 International Decade of the World's Indigenous People (Resolution WHA48.24)

Resolution WHA48.24 invites Member States to provide the Director-C_eneral
with details of the indigenous health focal points and asks the D_r-General to report
on efforts to give priority to indigenous health issues. This is a follow-up to Resolution
WHA47.27, which was discussed in Document CEl13/28. In the Americas, 14 countries
have already designated one or more focal points, and others will be encouraged to do
so. A report will be prcpax_ by the Secretariat on the implementation of Resolution V
of the XXXVH Meeting of the Directing Council held in 1993. The report will be
submitted to PAHO's Governing Bodies and to WHO.

2.10 Pads AIDS Summit (Resolution WHA48.27), and Establishment of the Joint
and Cosponsored United Nations Progtmn on HIT/AIDS ("UNAIDS'9
(Resolution WtlA48.SO)

The Paris AIDS Summit was convened in _mber 1994 by the Government of
France and was attended by participants from 42 nations. Resolution WHA48.27 notes
the seven initiatives contained in the declaration of the Summit (involvement of persons
living with HIV/AIDS; global collaboration for research; international collaboration for
blood transfusion safety; care of affected persons; mob'fiization in favor of children,
young people, and orph_s; reduction of the vulnerability of women; and re_t for
human rights and ethics), invites governments which have not done so to sign the
declaration, and invites organizations cosponsoring the Joint United Nations Program on
HIV/AIDS (U AIDS) to include in their programs the provisions of the declaration.
PAHO Member Governments and the Secretariat have already included in their work
implementation of the seven initiatives contained in the declaration.
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Resolution WHA48.30 endorses the establishment of UNAIDS and urges Member
States to pursue in the re_ve governing bodies of the cosponsoring organizations the
provision of regular/core budget and staff suPlx_rt to D-N_S. It further requests the
Director-_eral to facilitate implementation of the program; provide administrative,
financial, and staff support; ensure close collaboration at country level; and integrate
HIV/AIDS/STD into the work of WHO. UNAIDS will begin full operation in January
1996 with the intention of strengthening interagency and intersectoral collaboration.
There is concern that the complexities of involving and coordinating six agencies may
lead to a prolonged transition period which could weaken support to national programs
in the Region of the Americas. PAHO is fully committed to the success of UNAIDS and
is attempting to reach an agreement to assist UNAIDS activities in the Region.
PAtiO/WHO Representatives have been informed fully about UNAIDS and have been
instructed to work with the United Nations Resident Coordinator to form country theme
groups. The PAHO Secretariat has prepared a Regional Plan of Action for 1996-1999
and has initiated regional coordination meetings with United Nations agencies, institutions
of the Inter-American System, bilateral partners, and nongovernmental organizations,
with the hope of maintaining support to national programs and the gains which have been
made during the last decade.

The Executive Committee is receiving a report on the Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome in Document CE116/16.

3. Administrative Matters

3.1 Status of Collection of Assessed Contributions and Status of Advances to the
Working Capital Fund (Resolution WHA48.5), and Members in Arrears in the
Payment of their Contributions to an Extent Which Would Justify Invola_tg
Article 7 of the Constitution (Resolution WHA48. 6)

Resolutions WHA48.5 and WHA48.6 note that only 80.32 % of contributions were
paid in 1994, that only 99 Members had paid their contributions, that 72 Members had
made no payment, and that 23 Members, including 3 from the Americas, had their voting
privileges suspended for the Assembly. The low level of payment of quota contributions
puts in jeopardy the WHO regular budget and the budgets of the Regional Offices,
including that of the Region of the Americas. Uncertainty about budgetary resources is
compounded by the appropriation resolution for the financial period 1996-1997 (see
Resolution WHA48.32).

3.2 Appointment of External Auditor (Resolution WHA48.18)

Resolution WHA48.18 appoints the Auditor-General of the Republic of South
Agaic_ aa tha External Auditor for WHO for the financial periods 1996-1997 and 1998-
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1999. The document presented to the World Health Assembly specified that PAHO
would be making its own selection of external auditor.

The Directing Council at its XXXVIII Meeting in September 1995 will need to
consider what course PAHO will take. Two alternatives would be to keep the present
External Auditor, the Comptroller and Auditor General of the United Kingdom, or to
select WHO's choice of the Office of the Auditor-General of the Republic of South
Africa.

3.3 Consolidating Budgetary Reform (Resolution WHA48.25)

Resolution WHA48.25 requests the Director-General to involve Member States
and the Executive Board in translating the strategic budget into plans of action; to
enhance the process of strategic budgeting by establishing priorities, ensuring flexibility,
clarifying objectives and outcomes, strengthening accountability, and permitting
comparison of expenditure against plans; to present data on actual expenditure; to
improve efficiency and productivity; and to present a progress report to the Executive
Board.

This resolution responds to previous resolutions to have the progrmn budget be
more "user-friendly," more target-oriented, and more measurable. It is evident that the
Governing Bodies wish to have actual data on budget execution to compare with future
proposals. The only information currenfiy available is on previous budgets rather than
budget delivery.

3.4 Reorientation of Allocations (Resolution WHA48.26)

Resolution WHA48.26 calls for biennial budgetary transfers to priority health
programs at country level, starting with a 2% transfer in 1997-1998, with a regular
review in every biennium, in order to achieve maximum transfer of resources, based on
priorities recommended by the Executive Board. The intent of this resolution is also
reflected in Paragraph 2 of Resolution WHA48.32. PAHO will be complying with the
requested transfers.

3.5 Appropriation Resolution for the l_nancial Period 1996-1997 (Resolution
WHA48.$2)

WHA48.32 is the last and most important resolution passed by the Assembly. It
approves an effective working budget of USS 842,654,000 for the next biennium, an
increase of only 2.5 % over 1994-1995. The resolution calls for the operating budgets
of the six Regional Offices to be calculated in accordance with the established principles
of equity and on the basis of prevailing exchange rates as of May 1995. It further
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approves the use of casual income, if available, up to the amount of $10,000,000 in each
year for expenditures on priority country programs, subject to approval by the Executive
Board.

At the time of writing this summary document, it is not known how the reduced
effective working budget level will be distributed in the Regions. The original proposal
from the Region of the Americas had requested an increase of 9.0 %.

3.6 Recruitment of International Staff in WHO: Geographical Representation
(Resolution WtlA48.28)

To ensure a balanced geographical representation of staff, WHO has a monitoring
system which divides countries into four categories: unrepresented, under-represented,
within the desirable range (further divided into those below and above the midpoint), and
over-represented. Resolution WHA48.28 notes that recruitment of nationals from
unrepresented and under-represented countries, and of countries within the desirable
range but below the mid-point, has reached 48 %, exceeding the previous target of 40%.
It sets a new target of 60% of all vacancies arising in professional and higher-graded
posts subject to geographic distribution during the period ending September 1996 for the
appointment of nationals of these three priority groups. Furthermore, it calls upon the
Director-General and the RegionalDirectors to improve geographic representation and
to report progress to the Governing Bodies.

PAHO has experienced no difficulty in maintaining equity in geographical
representation. However, PAHO will render its support by intensifying efforts to recruit
qualified staff from countries in the three priority groups.

4. Miscellaneous

4.1 Intensified Cooperation with Countries in Greatest Need (Resolution WHA48.3)

Resolution WHA48.3 urges Member States to consider all measures to alleviate
poverty and its health effects and to strengthen capacity for health development,
establishing integrated systems and using effective management tools. It calls upon the
international community to mobilize additional resources and to strengthen the capacity
of countries in greatest need. It requests the Director-General to respond to more
countries in greatest need, to continue to reorient WHO's structure and function to
support intensified cooperation, to place renewed emphasis on removing inequities in
health, and to intensify efforts to mobili?e resources.

The emphasis in the resolution on a country-centered approach and on national
capacity-building is consistent with PAHO's approach to technical cooperation, which is
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already country-centered. There has been coordination and collaboration between WHO
and PAHO, including joint missions, both in the work in priority countries and in the
approach to donors. Bolivia, Guatemala, Guyana, and Haiti have participated in the
initiative, and Cuba and Nicaragua have expressed interest. The Executive Committee
is invited to note the process of intensified cooperation in the region and to comment on
whether other countries would benefit from this approach.

4.2 WHO Response to Global Change (Resolution WHA48.15): Review of the
Constitution of the World Health Organization (Resolution WHA48.14);
Renewing the Health-For-AU Strategy (Resolution WHA48.16); and Technical
Discussions (Resolution WHA48.17)

The Working Group on the WHO Response to Global Change was created in May
1992 during the 90th session of the Executive Board. The WHO Secretariat created
development teams to carry forward the process of reform in its multiple aspects and has
reported on progress periodically to the Governing Bodies. Resolution WHA48.15
requests the Director-General to accelerate and sustain the work of the development
teams and to strengthen structural capacity at WHO headquarters to ensure that the
reform process receives due priority. It further asks the Director-General to pursue
vigorously the implementation of reform.

Resolution WHA48.14 calls upon the Executive Board to examine at its 96th
session whether all parts of the WHO Constitution remain appropriate and relevant given
the changes to be implemented. The implications of the resolution axe uncertain at this
time.

Resolution WHA48.16 focuses on improved political action for health geared
toward renewing the health-for-all strategy by developing a new holistic global health
policy based on equity and solidarity through a process of broad consultation in all
countries, with interagency participation.

Resolution WHA48.17 decides to substitute technical discussions with well-

organized technical briefings and by informal forums for dialogue on a trial basis starting
in May 1996. At its XX Meeting in 1993, PAHO's Directing Council received the
report of the Executive Board's Working Group, and the PAHO Secretariat prepared a
document for discussion at the meeting of the Subcommittee on Planning and
Programming in December 1993. Organizational reform is already under way in PAHO,
with a recent redefinition of the Secretariat's mission and the preparation of the Strategic
and Programmatic Orientations for 1995-1998 and their alignment with WHO's Ninth
General Program of Work. For the process of renewing health-for-all in the Americas,
the PAHO Secretariat has initiated consultations at national and regional levels, with the
meeting of an Advisory Group to the Director on 3-4 April 1995. A background
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document is being prepared, a draft of which has been shared with the WHO Secret__at.
It is anticipated that a complete document will be presented to the Governing Bodies for
their consideration during 1996.

4.3 F_,xe_ve Board Membership

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly elected 12 Member States to designate
a person to serve on the WHO Executive Board. From the Region of the Americas,
Argentina, Barbados, and Brazil were elected to replace Canada, Jamaica, and Mexico,
whose terms of office had expired.
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FORTY-EIGHTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY WHA48.1

Supplementary agenda item I 4 May 1995

Transfer of Mongolia to the
Western Pacific Region

The Forvy-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the request from the Government of Mongolia for the inclusion of that country in
the Western Pacific Region;

RESOLVES that Mongolia shall form part of the Western Pacific Region.

Seventh plenary meeting, 4 May 1995
A48NR/7



FORTY-EIGHTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY WHA48.2

Agenda item 19 8 May 1995

Emergency and humanitarian action

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling resolution WHA42.16 on the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction; resolutions
WHA44.41 and WHA46.6 on emergency and humanitarian relief operations; resolution WHA46.39 on health
and medical services in times of armed conflicts; resolution WHA47.28 on collaboration within the United

Nations system and with other intergovernmental organizations; and resolution WHA47.29 on Rwanda;

Recalling United Nations General Assembly resolutions 46/182 and 48/57 on strengthening of the
coordination of humanitarian emergency assistance of the United Nations;

Recalling also United Nations General Assembly resolution 49/22 of 13 December 1994 on the
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, which calls upon all United Nations bodies and
specialized agencies to participate actively in the implementation of the plan of action contained in the
Yokohama Strategy for a Safer World and to consider this issue at the forthcoming sessions of their
respective governing bodies;

Recognizing that disaster reduction is an integral part of sustainable development and consequently each

country bears the primary responsibility for strengthening its capacity to protect its people from various
hazards;

Recognizing further that the international community has a responsibility to supplement national efforts
in disaster management, especially through mobilization of humanitarian assistance;

Reiterating the special needs of the disaster-prone countries;

Convinced that the primary role of the United Nations and its specialized agencies is to support national
efforts in accordance with their respective sectoral responsibilities as well as to assist Member States in

strengthening their capacity to deal with the humanitarian and socioeconomic effects of complex emergency
situations,

1. THANKS the Director-General for his reports on emergency and humanitarian action;

2. ADOPTS the strategy described in the report of the Director-General on emergency and humanitarian
action; _

Document A48/5.
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3. COMMENDS WHO for its role in promoting disaster reduction and in implementing related emergency
prevention and preparedness strategies, and for improving its capacity to respond quickly and efficiently to
urgent health needs arising from complex emergency situations;

4. ENDO_ES the provisions of United Nations GeneralAssembly resolution 49/22 of 13 December 1994
on the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction as they relate to the health sector;

5. URGES Member States:

(1) to include disaster reduction and emergency preparedness regularly in their national and
subnational development plans and to allocate national budgetary resources for this purpose;

(2) to ensure permanent national and subnational mechanisms for intersectoral emergency
management which include the health sector;

6. CALLS ON donors to give greater priority to healthand nutrition aspects in the humanitarian assistance
programmes which they carry out either on a bilateral or a multilateral basis, taking into consideration the
coordinating role of WHO in all international health-related matters;

7. REQUESTS the Director-General within available resources:

A. in emergency preparedness and disaster reduction

1. to continue to support the efforts of Member States to strengthen their capacity in the field
of emergency preparedness so ns to protect the development achievements of countries and
reduce the vulnerability of communities at risk;

2. to seek extrabudgetary resources which will complement regular budgetary funds for this
purpose;

3. to promote and support the development of regional, bilateral and country emergency
preparedness programmes;

4. to intensify support for the emergency and humanitarian action programmes in disaster-
prone countries;

5. to continue to promote and actively take part in establishing, with appropriatepartners in
the United Nations system, a comprehensive, integrated and institutionalized approach to
disaster reduction with the objective of ensuring comprehensive support to country
programmes and related technical activities;

6. to ensure the coordinated participation of appropriate WHO technical programmes in
disaster reduction and preparedness;

7. to further strengthen the technical and structural capacity of regional and interregional
emergency preparedness centres;

B. in emergency response and humanitarian action

1. to emphasize the Organization's responsibility for technical andnormative guidance while
retaining the necessary flexibility to carryout certain operational activities, when necessary;
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2. to strengthen its partnership with governments, local'authorities, organizations ofthe United
Nations system, and particularly with the Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA), and
with other humanitarian organizations, in the planning, implementation andmonitoring of
emergency, rehabilitation and recovery programmes;

3. to improve WHO's internal coordination and its capacity to provide effective coordination
of health sector activities undertaken in response to emergencies in the field;

4. to strengthen the ability of WHO field offices, particularly in disaster-prune countries, to
respond to early warning signals;

C. in humanitarian advocacy

1. to strengthen WHO's advocacy for the respect and protection of health personnel and
infrastructure in conflict situations,' in accordance with the concept of health as an
investment for peace;

2. to advocate the protection of non-combatants and the setting-up of effective treatment and
rehabilitation programmes for the victims ofanti-persormel mines, as well asthe systematic
management of delayed health effects of mental and physical injuries in situations of
collective violence;

3. to present a progress report to the ninety-ninth session of the Executive Board.

Eleventh plenary meeting, g May 1995
A48/VR/11



FORTY-EIGHTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY WHA48.3

Agenda item 19 8 May 1995

Intensified cooperation with countries
in greatest need

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting the Director-General's report; _

Recognizing that poverty is the most fundamental obstacle to health and overall development and a
permanent menace to world peace;

Emphasizing that an effective response is dependent on country-specific approaches;

Recalling resolutions WHA42.3, WHA43.17 and WHA46.30 on strengthening technical and economic
support to countries facing serious economic constraints;

Recognizing the essential role of coordinated technical support from all levels of the Organization in
intensified cooperation with countries in greatest need,

1. URGES Member States:

(1) to consider measures to alleviate poverty and its health effects as essential to progress towards
health for all and development;

(2) to give much greater attention to strengthening their capacity for health development, setting
time-limits and targets for achievement;

(3) to establish integrated strategies for health development, to institutionalize effective systems to
coordinate all efforts and resources, internal and external, mobilized for their implementation, and
develop more effective management tools in order to maximize efficiency;

2. CALLS ON the international community:

(1) to mobilize additional resources for health development in countries in greatest need, reversing
the current trend of diminishing development assistance;

Document A48/7.
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(2) toplace particular_'mphasis on strszngthening the capacity of countries in greatest need to initiate
the process of health development, drawing in the first instance on national expertise and in addition
on that of other developing and developed countries with appropriate experience;

(3) to strengthen collaboration with countries and with WHO in ensuring that resources made
available are used to meet national priorities as determined by the countries themselves;

3. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to accord high priority to providing a well-coordinated, country-specific WHO response to more
countries in greatest need, allocating financial and technical resources according to criteria of income,

health status and national capacity and willingness of Governments to meet health development needs,
setting clearly-defined strategies, time-limits and targets for achievement, and strengthening the WHO
country offices in more countries so that the staff have the technical competence and expertise to
provide the necessary advice and leadership to the national Governments;

(2) to continue to reorient the structure and functions at all levels of the Organization, and strengthen
the technical and managerial capacities in order to support WHO's intensified cooperation with
countries, using the country-centred approach in the process of reform;

(3) to place renewed emphasis on cooperation with these countries in strengthening their capacity to
develop and implement health development policies based on community participation which remove
inequities in the health field, using intersectoral measures to promote economic and social development
and improve financing and management of the health system at all levels;

(4) to intensify efforts to mobilize, coordinate and manage external resources, including human
resources from countries that have emerged successfully from the state of a developing country to a
developed one, and to make available the maximum resources for health development in the countries
in greatest need;

(S) to report at regular intervals to the Executive Board and Health Assembly on progress achieved
in implementing this resolution.

Eleventh plenary meeting, 8 May 1995
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Agenda item 21.1 8 May 1995

Interim financial report on the accounts of WHO for 1994
and comments thereon of the Administration,

Budget and Finance Committee

Interim financial report for the year 1994

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having examined the interim financial report for the year 1994;

Having noted the report of the Administration, Budget and Finance Committee of the Executive Board,

ACCEPTS the Director-General's interim financial report for the year 1994.

Eleventh plenary meeting, 8 May 1995
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Agenda item 21.2 8 May 1995

Status of collection of assessed contributions and status
of advances to the Working Capital Fund

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting with concern that, as at 31 December 1994:

(a) the rate of collection in 1994 of contributions to the effective working budget for that year
amounted to 80.32%, leaving USS 79 846 675 unpaid;

(b) only 99 Members had paid their contributions to the effective working budget for that year in
full, and 72 Members had made no payment;

(c) unpaid arrears of contributions to the effective working budget in respect of 1993 and prior years
exceeded USS 52 million,

1. EXPRESSES concern at the level of outstanding contributions, which has had a deleterious effect on
programmes and on the financial situation;

2. CALLS THE ATTENTION of all Members to Financial Regulation 5.6, which provides that
instalments of contributions and advances shall be considered as due and payable in full by the first day of
the year to which they relate, and to the importance of paying contributions as early aspossible to enable the
Director-General to implement the programme budget in an orderly manner;

3. REMINDS Members that, as a result of the adoption, by resolution WHA41.12, of an incentive scheme
to promote the timely payment of assessed contributions, those that pay their assessed contributions early in
the year in which they are due will have their contributions payable for a subsequent programme budget
reduced appreciably, whereas Members paying later will have their contributions payable for that subsequent
programme budget reduced only marginally or not at all;

4. URGES Members that are regularly late in the payment of their contributions to take as rapidly as
possible all steps necessary to ensure prompt and regular payment;

5. REQUESTS the Director-General to draw this resolution to the attention of all Members.

Eleventh plenary meeting, 8 May 1995
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Agenda item 21.3 8 May 1995

Members in arrears in the payment of their contributions
to an extent which would justify invoking Article 7

of the Constitution

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the second report of the Administration, Budget and Finance Committee of the
Executive Board on Members in arrears in the payment of their contributions to an extent which would justify
invoking Article 7 of the Constitution; i

Having been informed that the voting rights of Burundi had been restored as a result of a payment made
which reduced its unpaid prior years' arrears of contributions to a level below that indicated in resolution
WHA41.7;

Noting that, at the time of opening of the Forty-eighth World Health Assembly, the voting rights of
Antigua and Barbuda, Cambodia, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Dominican Republic, Equatorial Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Iraq, Liberia, Somalia and Zaire remained suspended, such suspension to continue until
the arrears of the Member State concerned have been reduced, at the present or future Health Assemblies,
to a level below the amount which would justify invoking Article 7 of the Constitution;

Noting that, in accordance with resolution WHA4;/.18, the voting privileges of Burkina Faso,
Guatemala, Senegal, Yemen and Yugoslavia have been suspended as from I May 1995, such suspension to
continue until the arrears of the Member State concerned have been reduced, at the present or future Health
Assemblies, to a level below the amount which would justify invoking Article 7 of the Constitution;

Noting that Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Gabon,

Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Niger, Nigeria, Peru, Republic of Moidova, Rwanda,
Seychelles, Suriname, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uruguay and Uzbekistan were in arrears at the time
of the opening of the Forty-eighth World Health Assembly to such an extent that it is necessary for the Health
Assembly to consider, in accordance with Article 7 of the Constitution, whether or not the voting privileges
of these Members should be suspended at the opening of the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly;

Having been informed that as a result of payments received after the opening of the Forty-eighth World

Health Assembly the arrears of contributions of Suriname and Uruguay have been reduced to a level below
the amount which would justify invoking Article 7 of the Constitution,
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1. EXPRESSES serious concern at the increasingly large number of Members that have been in arrears
in the payment of their contributions in recent years to an extent which would justify invoking Article 7 of
the Constitution, and at the unprecedented level of contributions owed by them;

2. URGES thc Members concerned to regularize their position at the earliest possible date;

3. FURTHER URGES Members that have not communicated their intention to settle their arrears to do

so as a matter of urgency;

4. REQUESTS the Director-General to approach the Members in arrears to an extent which would justify
invoking Article 7 of the Constitution, with a view to pursuing the question with the governments concerned;

S. REQUESTS the Executive Board, in the light of the Director-General's report to the Board at its
ninety-seventh session and after the Members concerned have had an 'opportunity to explain their situation
to the Board, to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on the status of payment of contributions;

6. DECIDES:

(1) that in accordance with the statement of principles in resolution WHA41.7 if, by the time of the
opening of the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly, Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Gabon, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania,
Niger, Nigeria, Peru, Republic of Moldova, Rwanda, Seychelles, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and
Uzbekistan are still in an'cars in the payment of their contributions to an extent which would justify
invoking Article 7 of the Constitution, their voting privileges shall be suspended as from the said
opening;

(2) that any suspension which takes effect as aforesaid shall continue at the Forty-ninth and
subsequent Health Assemblies, until the arrears of the Member concerned have been reduced to a level
below the amount which would justify invoking Article 7 of the Constitution;

(3) that this decision shall be without prejudice to the right of any Member to request restoration of
its voting privileges in accordance with Article 7 of the Constitution.

Eleventh plenary meeting, 8 May 1995
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Agenda item 18.2 12 May 1995

Revision and updating of the
International Health Regulations

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling the adoption of the International Health Regulations by the Twenty-second World Health
Assembly in 1969, their amendment by the Twenty-sixth World Health Assembly in 1973 with provisions
for cholera, and their further revision by the Thirty-fourth World Health Assembly in 1981 to exclude
smallpox in view of its global eradication;

Aware that plague, cholera and yellow fever are designated as diseases subject to the Regulations;

Recognizing that the purpose of the Regulations is to ensure the maximum possible protection against
infection with minimum interference in international traffic;

Recognizing further that the Regulations seek to ensure such protection by preventing infection from
spreading from countries where it exists or by containing it upon arrival;

Noting that there is a continuous evolution in the public health threat posed by infectious diseases
related to the agents themselves, the facilitation of their .transmission in changing physical and social
environments and to diagnostic and treatment capacities;

Noting that regulations should be based on sound epidemiological and public health expertise;

Concerned about the threat posed by the considerable increases in international travel, especially
commercial air transport, which may serve to disseminate infectious diseases rapidly;

Fully aware that the strengthening of epidemiologicai surveillance and disease control activities at
national level is the main defence against the international spread of communicable diseases,

1. URGES Member States to participate in revision of the International Health Regulations, contributing
national expertise, experience and suggestions;

2. URGES other specialized agencies and organizations of the United Nations system, nongovemmental
organizations and other groups concerned to cooperate in revision of the International Health Regulations;
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3. REQUESTS the Director-C:_gral:

(1) to take steps to prepare a revision of the International Health Regulations andto submit it to the
Health Assembly in accordance with Article 21 of the Constitution.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 18.2 12 May 1995

Reorientating medical education and
medical practice for health for all

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Considering the need to achieve relevance, quality, cost-effectiveness and equity in health care
throughout the world;

Mindful of the importance of an adequate number and mix of health care providers to achieve optimal
health care delivery and the reorientation of the education and practice of all health care providers for health
for all and the need to begin systematic consideration of each;

Recognizing the importance of medical education being put into the context of multidisciplinary
education and of primary health care being provided in a multidisciplinary way;

Recognizing the important influence of medical practitioners on health careexpenditure and indecisions
to change the manner of health care delivery;

Aware that medical practitioners can play a pivotal role in improving the relevance, quality and cost-
effectiveness of health care delivery and in the attainment of health for all;

Concerned that current medical practices should be adapted in order to respond better to health care
needs of both individuals and communities, using existing resources;

Acknowledging the need for medical schools to improve their contribution to changes in the manner
of health caredelivery through more appropriate education, research and service delivery, including preventive
and promotional activities in order to respond better to people's needs and improve health status;

Recognizing that reforms in medical practice and medical education must be coordinated, relevant and
acceptable;

Recognizing the important contribution that women make to the medical workforce;

Considering WHO's privileged position in facilitating working relations between health authorities,
professional associations and medical schools throughout the world,
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1. URGES Member States:

(!) to review, within the context of their needs for human resources for health, the special

contribution of medical practitioners and medical schools in attaining health for all;

(2) to collaborate with all bodies concerned, including professional associations, in defining the
desired profile of the future medical practitioner and, where appropriate, the respective and
complementary roles of generalists and specialists and their relations with other primary health care

providers, in order to respond better to people's needs and improve health status;

(3) to promote and support health systems research to define optimal numbers, mix, deployment,
infrastructure and working conditions to improve the medical practitioner's relevance and cost-
effectiveness in health care delivery;

(4) to support efforts to improve the relevance of medical educational programmes and the
contribution ofmedical schools to the implementation of changes in health care delivery, and to reform
basic education in the spirit and roles of general practitioners for their contributions towards primary
health care oriented services;

2. REQUESTS the Director-Genera!:

(1) to promote coordinated efforts by health authorities, professional associations and medical schools
to study and implement new patterns of practice and working conditions that would better enable
general practitioners to identify the health needs of the people they serve and to respond to these needs
to enhance the quality, relevance, cost-effectiveness and equity of health care;

(2) to support the development of guidelines and models that enable medical schools and other
educational institutions to enhance their capacity for initial and continuing training of the medical

workforce and reorient their research, clinical and community health activities to make an optimal
contribution to changes in the manner of health care delivery;

(3) to respond to requests from Member States for technical cooperation in the implementation of
reforms in medical education and medical practice by involving networks of WHO collaborating centres
and nongovernmental organizations as well as using available resources within WHO;

(4) to encourage and facilitate coordination of worldwide efforts to reform medical education and

medical practice in line with the principles of health for all, by cosponsoring consultative meetings and
regional initiatives to put forward appropriate policies, strategies and guidelines for undergraduates and
postgraduates, by collecting and disseminating relevant information and monitoring progress in the
reform process;

(5) to pay particular attention to the needs of many countries that do not have facilities to train their
own medical practitioners;

(6) to present to the Executive Board at its ninety-seventh session a report on the reorientation of

education and practice of nurses and midwives, and at its ninety-ninth session a similar report relating
to other health care providers for health for all, complementary to the reorientation of medical education

and practice in this resolution, and to request the Executive Board to present its recommendations on
the reorientations of nurses and midwives and other health care providers to the Forty-ninth and Fiftieth
World Health Assemblies.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 18.2 12 May 1995

Prevention of hearing impairment

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling resolution WHA38.19 on prevention of hearing impairment and deafness, and WHA42.28
on disability prevention and rehabilitation;

Concerned at the growing problem of largely preventable hearing impairment in the world, where at
present 120 million people are estimated to have disabling hearing difficulties;

Recognizing that severe hearing impairment in children constitutes a particularly serious obstacle tooptimal development and education, including language acquisition, and that hearing difficulties leading to
communication problems are a major subject of concern in the elderly and thus one of growing worldwide
importance in view of the aging of populations;

Aware of the significant public health aspects of avoidable hearing loss, related to causes such as
congenital disorders and infectious diseases, as well as use of ototoxic drugs and exposure to excessive noise;

Noting the persistent inadequacy of resources for hearing impairment prevention, despite the increasing
commitment of international nongovernmental organizations,

1. URGES Member States:

(1) to prepare national plans forthe prevention and control of major causes of avoidable hearing loss,
and for early detection in babies, toddlers, and children, as well as in the elderly, within the framework
of primary health care;

(2) to take advantage of existing guidelines and regulations or introduce appropriate legislation for
the proper management of particularly important causes of deafness and hearing impairment, such as
otitis media, use of ototoxic drugs and harmful exposure to noise, including noise in the work
environment and loud music;

(3) to ensure the highest possible coverage of childhood immunization against the target diseases of
the Expanded Programme on Immunization and against mumps, rubella and (meningococcai) meningitis
whenever possible;

(4) to consider the setting-up of mechanisms for collaboration with nongovernmental or other
organizations for support to, and coordination of, action to prevent hearing impairment at country level,
including the detection of hereditary factors, by genetic counselling;
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(5) to _sure appropriate public information and education for hearing protection and conservation
in particularly vulnerable or exposed population groups;

2. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to further technical cooperation in the prevention of hearing impairments, including the
development of appropriate technical guidelines;

(2) to assist countries in the assessment of hearing loss as a public health problem;

(3) to support, to the extent that resources are available, the planning, implementation, monitoring
and evaluation of measures in countries to prevent hearing impairment;

(4) to develop further collaboration and coordination with nongovernmental and other interested
organizations and institutions;

(5) to promote and support, to the extent feasible, applied and operations research for the optimal
prevention and treatment of major causes of hearing impairment;

(6) to mobilize extrabudgetary resources to strengthen technical cooperation in hearing impairment
prevention, including possible support from organizations concerned;

(7) to keep the Executive Board and the Health Assembly informed of progress, as appropriate.

Tw¢lRh plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 19 12 May 1995

Reproductive health:
WHO's role in the global strategy

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting the report by the Direcwr-General _ on maternal and child health and family planning: quality
of care - reproductive health: WHO's role in the global strategy;

Recalling resolutions WHA32.42, WHA38.22, WHA40.27, WHA41.9, WHA42.42, WHA43.10,

WHA47.9 and EB95.RI0 concerned with many different aspects of reproductive health;

Welcoming the Director-General's report 2 on collaboration within the United Nations system: the
International Conference on Population and Development, and in particular the WHO position paper on
health, population and development prepared for the Conference;

Noting United Nations General Assembly resolution 49/128, on the report of the International
Conference on Population and Development (ICPD), particularly operative paragraph 22 which requests the
specialized agencies and all related organizations of the United Nations system to review and where necessary
adjust their programme and activities in line with the programme of action;

Recognizing that, as a central component of women's health, reproductive health needs to be promoted

by WHO at the forthcoming Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing and other international forums;

Noting the present fragmentation of reproductive health activities within WHO, and calling for a more
coherent approach in priority setting, programme development and management,

1. ENDORSES the role of the Organization within the global reproductive health strategy, as expressed
in document A48/10;

2. REAFFIRMS the unique role of the Organization with respect to advocacy, normative functions,

research and technical cooperation in the area of reproductive health;

Document A48/10.

2 Document A48/35.
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3. UNDERLINES the need to coo_inate with other agencies of the United Nations system to provide
intenmtional support for the development and implementation of reproductive health strategies in countries
in keeping with the principles elaborated in the Programme of Action of the ICPD and inparticular with full
respect for the various religious and ethical values and cultural backgrounds and in conformity with
universally recognized international human rights;

4. URGES Member States to further develop and strengthen their reproductive health programmes, and
in particular:

(1) to assess their reproductive health needs and develop medium- and long-term guiding principles
on the lines elaborated by WHO, with particular attention to equity and to the perspectives and
participation of those to be served and with respect for internationally recognized human rights
principles;

(2) to strengthen the capacity of health workers to address, in a culturally sensitive manner, the
reproductive health needs of individuals, specific to their age, by improving the course content and
methodologies for training health workers in reproductive health and human sexuality, and to provide
support and guidance to individuals, parents, teachers and other influential persons in these areas;

(3) to monitor and evaluate, on a regular basis, the progress, quality and effectiveness of their
reproductive health programmes, reporting thereon to the Director-General as part of the regular
monitoring of the progress of health-for-all strategies,

5. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to include the progress made in reproductive health in his regular reporting of the progress of
health-for-all strategies;

(2) to continue his efforts to increase the resources for strengthening reproductive health in the
context of primary health care, including family health;

(3) to develop a coherent programmatic approach for research and action in reproductive health and
reproductive health care within WHO to overcome present structural barriers to efficient planning and
implementation. This would be carried out in close consultation with Member States and interested
parties, and a report submitted to the ninety-seventh session of the Executive Board and the Forty-ninth
World Health Assembly;

(4) to promote ethical practices in the field of human reproduction to protect the health and human
rights of individuals in different social and cultural settings.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 19 12 May 1995

An international strategy for
tobacco control

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling and reaffirming resolutions WHA33.35, WHA39.14, WHA43.16 and WHA45.20, all calling
for comprehensive muitisectoral, long-term tobacco strategies and outlining the most important aspects of
national, regional and international policies and strategies in this field;

Recognizing the work carried out by the Organization in the field of tobacco or health, and noting that
the plan of action of the "tobacco or health" programme for 1988-1995 comes to an end this year;

Noting that the Director-General and the Secretariat contributed to the success of the Ninth World
Conference on Tobacco and Health (Paris, October 1994) at which an international strategy for tobacco

control was adopted covering the essential aspects of WHO policy in this field: curbing of the promotion
of tobacco products, demand reduction particularly among women and young people, smoking cessation

programmes, economic policies, health warnings, regulation of tar and nicotine content of tobacco products,
smoke-free environments, and marketing and monitoring,

t. COMMENDS the International Civil Aviation Organization rc'sponse to ban smoking on all international
flights as of I July 1996;

2. URGES those Member States that have already successfully implemented all or most of a

comprehensive strategy for tobacco control to provide assistance to WHO, working with the United Nations
system focal point on Tobacco or Health (located in United Nations Conference on Trade and Development),
so that these bodies can effectively coordinate the provision of timely and effective advice and support to
Member States seeking to improve their tobacco control strategies, including health warnings on exported
tobacco products;

3. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(I) to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on the feasibility of developing an
international instrument such as guidelines, a declaration, or an International Convention on Tobacco

Control to be adopted by the United Nations, taking into account existing trade and other conventions
and treaties;

(2) to inform the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations of this resolution;



(3) to slrengthen WHO's advocacy role and capacity in the field of "tobacco or health" and submit
to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly a plan of action for the tobacco or health programme for
the period 1996-2000.
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Agenda item lg 12 May 1995

Control of diarrhoeal diseases and
acute respiratory infections: integrated

management of the sick child

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling resolutions WHA40.34 and WHA44.7 concerning the strengthening of national progranunes
for the prevention and case management of diarrhoeal diseases and acute respiratory infections in children;

Mindful of the target for reduction of infant and child mortality rates by the year 2000 set at the World
Summit for Children in 1990, and of WHO's commitment to ensuring survival and healthy development of
children, as reflected in the Ninth General Programme of Work;

Noting with appreciation the progress made in the implementation of national progranunes for control
of diarrhoeal diseases and acute respiratory infections and the effect they are likely to have in the global
reduction of mortality in children under five years of age;

Concerned, however, at the fact that diarrhoeal diseases and acute respiratory infections remain the two
major causes of child mortality, accounting, together with malaria, measles and malnutrition, for seven out
of 10 deaths in children less than five years of age in the developing world;

Considering, also, that significantly intensified efforts and increased resources at global level will be
needed to meet the end-of-decade goals for reduction of child mortality;

Noting that WHO has pioneered research and the development of guidelines and training materials for
integrated case management of major childhood illness at first-level health facilities;

Recognizing that UNICEF, agencies for bilateral cooperation and national research institutions in
developed and developing countries have committed themselves to supporting the WHO research and
development initiative on the integrated management of childhood illness,

1. ENDORSES the integrated management of the sick child as a more cost-effective approach to ensuring
the survival and healthy development of children;

2. URGES governments of countries which have not yet reached the infant and child mortality reduction
targets for the year 2000:
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(I) to accelerate and sustain the programmes for control of diarrhoeal disease and acute respiratory
infg_tions in order to reach the target of reduction of infant and child mortality rates by the year 2000;

(2) to apply existing technical guidelines for the integrated management of the sick child, and to plan
for the transition from specific programmes against childhood diseases to an integrated approach to
illness in children with continued efforts to prevent sickness among young children, using, where
available, all the primary health care development logistics;

(3) to strengthen the existing health system mechanisms for disease prevention, in-service training,
logistics, communication, supervision, monitoring and evaluation in order to provide a solid basis for
the integrated management of the sick child;

(4) to strengthen and maintain managerial activities for the prevention and control of diarrhoea and
acute respiratory infections and activities to tackle the underlying problems of malnutrition in children
during the transition to the integrated approach;

3. REQUESTS the Director-Generah

(1) to continue the development of managerial tools including technical guidelines, planning guides,
training courses, communication materials, and manuals for the planning, supervision, monitoring and
evaluation of national activities for integrated management of the sick child;

(2) to promote the prevention of the major causes of child mortality;

(3) to promote, coordinate and support research and development on activities toovercome technical
and operational problems arising during the development of managerial tools and the initial
implementation of the integrated management of the sick child;

(4) to facilitate the provision of tools for prevention of acute respiratory infections such as
haemophilus influenza B vaccine and a conjugate pneumococcal for vaccination of children in
developing countries;

(5) to promote the rational use ofantimicrobials asan essential element of the integratedmanagement
of the sick child and to monitor the evolution and antimicrobial resistance of the main causative

organisms of the major infectious diseases of children, in close coordination with the Organization's
efforts in relation to new, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases;

(6) to cooperate with Member States in formulating technical guidelines, based on the WHO
managerial tools, for the planning and implementation of national activities for integrated management
of the sick child;

(7) to maintain close and effective collaboration with other interested agencies andorganizations, in
particular UNICEF, UNDP and the World Bank, to promote the concept and practice of the integrated
management of the sick child;

(g) to step up the search for the extrabudgetary funds required for the implementation of this
initiative;

(9) to keep the Executive Board and the Health Assembly informed of the progress made, as
appropriate.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 19 12 May 1995

Communicable diseases prevention and control:
new, emerging, and re-emerging infectious diseases

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the Director-General on new, emerging, and re-emerging infectious
diseases?

Recalling resolutions WHA39.27 on rational use of drugs, WHA44.8 and WHA46.36 on tuberculosis,

WHA45.35 on human immunodeficiency virus, WHA46.31 on dengue prevention and control, WHA46.32
on malaria, and WHA46.6 on emergency and humanitarian relief;

Aware that with the increasing global population many are forced to live under c_nditions of
overcrowding, inadequate housing, and poor hygiene; that more frequent international travel leads to rapid
global exchange of human pathogens; that changes in health technology and food production, as well as its
distribution (including international trade) and handling, create new opportunities for human pathogens; that
human behavioural changes expose large segments of the global population to diseases not previously
experienced; that expanding areas of human habitation expose thousands of people to enzootic pathogens
previously unknown as causes of human disease; and that microbes continue to evolve and adapt to their

environment, leading to the appearance of new pathogens;

Aware also of the continued threat of well-known diseases such as influenza and meningococcal
infections, and of tuberculosis, cholera and plague, once thought to be conquered, and the growing danger
of diseases transmitted by vectors no longer controlled, such as dengue haemorrhagic fever and yellow fever;

Concerned at the lack of coordinated global surveillance to monitor, report and respond to new,
emerging, and re-emerging infectious diseases, by the general absence of the diagnostic capabilities necessary
to identify accurately pathogenic microorganisms and the insufficient numbers of trained health care
professionals to investigate these infectious diseases;

Alarmed by the increasing frequency ofantimicrobial resistance in bacterial pathogens, which can make
some diseases such as tuberculosis virtually untreatable with currently available antibiotics,
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I. URGES Member States:

(I) to strengthen national and local programmes of active surveillance for infectious diseases,

ensuring that efforts are directed to early detection of outbreaks and prompt identification of new,
emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases;

(2) to improve routine diagnostic capabilities for common microbial pathogens so that outbreaks due
to infectious diseases may be more easily identified and accurately diagnosed;

(3) to enhance, and to participate actively in, communications between national and international
services involved in disease detection, early notification, surveillance, control and response;

(4) to encourage routine testing of antimicrobial sensitivity, and to foster practices for rational
prescription, availability and administration of antimicrobiai agents in order to limit the development
of resistance in microbial pathogens;

(5) to increase the number of staff skilled in both epidemiological and laboratory investigations of
infectious diseases and promotion in such specialization;

(6) to foster more applied research in areas such as the development of sensitive, specific and
inexpensive diagnostics, the setting of standards for basic public health procedures, and the
establishment of fundamental disease prevention strategies;

(7) to control outbreaks and promote accurate and timely reporting of cases at national and
international levels;

2. URGES other specialized agencies and organizations of the United Nations system, bilateral

development agencies, nongovernmental organizations and other groups concerned to increase their
cooperation in the recognition, prevention and control of new, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases
both through continued support for general social and health development and through specific support to
national and international programmes to recognize and respond to new, emerging, and re-emerging infectious
diseases;

3. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to establish, in consultation with Member States, strategies to improve recognition and response
to new, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases in a manner sustainable by all countries and
prompt dissemination of relevant information among all Member States;

(2) to draw up plans for improved national and international surveillance of infectious diseases and

their causative agents, including accurate laboratory diagnosis and prompt dissemination of case
definition, surveillance information, and to coordinate their implementation among interested Member
States, agencies and other groups;

(3) to increase WHO's capacity, within available resources, for directing and strengthening applied
research for the prevention and control of these diseases, and to ensure that reference facilities remain
available for safely characterizing new or unusual pathogens;

(4) to establish strategies enabling rapid national and international responses to investigate and to
combat infectious disease outbreaks and epidemics including identifying available sources of diagnostic,
preventive and therapeutic products meeting relevant international standards. Such strategies should
involve active cooperation and coordination among pertinent organizational programmes and activities
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including those of the Global Programme for Vaccines, the Action Programme on Essential Drugs, and
the Division of Drug Management and Policy;

(5) to coordinate WHO's initiative on new, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases in
cooperation with other specialized agencies and organizations of the United Nations system, bilateral
development agencies, nongovernmental organizations, Member States, and other groups concerned;

(6) to improve pmgrarnme monitoring and evaluation at national, regional and global levels;

(7) to keep the Executive Board and the Health Assembly informed of progress in the implementation
of this resolution.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48NR/12
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Agenda item 22 12 May 1995

WHO response to global change:
Review of the Constitution of the

World Health Organization

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting that the World Health Organization is approaching a landmark in its history, the fiftieth
anniversary in 1998;

Noting the significant changes in the international system and in the composition and membership of
the Organization in recent years;

Noting the WHO response to global change and its far-reaching implications for the Organization, some
of which may exceed its present legal framework;

Noting that the Constitution imasnot been thoroughly reviewed since its entry into force in 1948;

Recognizing the need for review of the Constitution to ensure that the Organization remains equal to
the international health challenges of the late twentieth century and beyond,

I. CALLS UPON the Executive Board to examine at its ninety-sixth session whether all parts of the
Constitution of the World Health Organization remain appropriate and relevant; and if the Executive Board
concludes there is a need for a review of the Constitution, to consider how best the review of the Constitution
should be taken forward;

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly in 1996 on
progress on this matter.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48/VR/12
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Agenda item 22.1 12 May 1995

WHO response to global change

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling the requests and recommendations of the Forty-seventh World Health Assembly to the
Executive Board and the Director-General in its resolution WHA47.6 on WHO response to global change;

Having considered the progress report by the Director-General contained in document A48/23;

Having also considered the Executive Board's decision on the subject;

Welcoming the steps taken since the Forty-seventh World Health Assembly to implement further the
recommendations on global change;

Recognizing the difficulties faced by the Organization in adapting to the needs of global change;

Convinced that reform should permeate the Organization at all levels and in all regions without delay,
and that it should remain an integral part of WHO's management culture once action has been taken on all
47 recommendations;

Considering that WHO's staff are its most important asset, and that an effective personnel policy is
essential to the effective implementation of reform,

1. WELCOMES the action of the Director-General and his staff in their continuing implementation of the
comprehensive plan for managerial and administrative reform endorsed by the Health Assembly;

2. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to accelerate and sustain the work of the development teams created to carry forward the process
of WHO reform, in particular those dealing with WHO's policy and mission, WHO's personnel policy
and WHO country offices;

(2) to strengthen the structural capacity at WHO headquarters to ensure that reform permeates all
levels of the Organization and that the reform process receives due priority and becomes an integral
part of WHO's management culture;

(3) to report regaiady to the Executive Board on progress and any obstacles encountered in the
process of WHO reform:,
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(4) to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on further progress made in implementation
of reform throughout WHO;

3. REQUESTS the Regional Directors to pursue vigorously the implementation of reform as well as to
report regularly to the Executive Board on progress andany obstacles encountered in the implementation of
reform in their regions;

4. REQUESTS the Executive Board to continue to monitor progress in reform andadvise the Director-
General on measures to overcome any obstacles encountered.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48/VR/12
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Agenda item 22.2 12 May 1995

WHO response to global change:
Renewing the health-for-all-strategy

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Stressing the continued validity of"health for all" asa timeless aspirational goal, while recognizing that
it may not be universally attainable by the year 2000;

Recognizing that political, economic, social, cultural and environmental situations are changing
throughout the world;

Concerned by the negative trends in some of the major health determinants shown by the third
monitoring of progress in implementation of strategies for health for all by the year 2000;'

Recognizing the need to give priority attention to those most seriously deprived in terms of health or
health care, whether owing to poverty, marginalization or exclusion; and recognizing also in this regard, the
need for intensified support of the international community;

Stressing the importance of a broad national and international consultation among those dedicated to
health and social development in order to create a renewed commitment to health under WHO leadership;

Having considered the report of the Director-General 2 outlining the steps taken to implement the
recommendations of the Executive Board Working Group on the WHO Response to Global Change 3 on the
updating of the health-for-all strategy, objectives and targets in response to global change;

Having noted with appreciation the contribution of the task forceon health in development created by
resolution WHA45.24;

Agreeing that a new global health policy should be elaborated,

1. ENDORSES the steps already taken by the Director-General to implement the recommendations on
updating the health-for-all targets in response to global change;

' Monitoringof progressin implementationof strategiesfor health for all by the year2000,third report(documents
EB95/5andEB95flNF.DOCJi3).

: DocumentEB95/1995/REC/I,Annex 5.

) DocumentEB92/1993/REC/1,Annex 1.
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2. URGES Member States:

(I) to take appropriate steps for consultations to raise the awareness of the general public, political

leaders, ministries and other partners concemed with social and economic development policy to the
'need to place health high on the political agenda, in order to address the serious health challenges of
the coming decades and to ensure that the foundation is laid for implementation of thc global health
policy in countries;

(2) to forward to WHO the consensus views on health challenges and major policy orientations

resulting from the national consultation to serve as a basis for the elaboration of the global health
policy;

(3) to adapt the global health policy, after its adoption, into national or subnational context for
implementation, selecting approaches specific to their social and economic situation and culture;

3. CALLS ON other organizations of the United Nations system as well as intergovernmental and
nongovernmental organizations active in the field of' health to participate in the elaboration of the global
health policy, to define their role in carrying it out and to join forces with WHO for its implementation;

4. REQUESTS the Director-Genera!:

(1) to take the necessary steps for renewing the health-for-all strategy together with its indicators,
by developing a new holistic global health policy based on the concepts of equity and solidarity,
emphasizing the individual's, the family's and the community's responsibility for health and placing
health within the overall development framework;

(2) to ensure the convergence of all relevant work carried out on the subject at all levels of the

Organization;

(3) to consult widely with all Member States and other parmers of WHO in health development to
this effect;

(4) to support Member States in the elaboration of their contribution to the global health policy, inter

alia, by preparing user=friendly material to that effect, accessible to all sectors;

(5) to solicit the contribution of other institutions dedicated to health and social development, such
as those of the United Nations system and other international and nongovernmental organizations, to
the formulation and implementation of the global health policy;

(6) to elaborate the new global health policy, based on the outcome of the consultation process, to

serve as objective and guidance for the updating of global, regional and national health-for-all strategies
and for the development of mechanisms to enable ali concerned to fulfil their role, taking into account
that essential aspects of primary health care have not yet been achieved by a number of countries,
especially the least developed countries;

(7) to redefine WHO's mission and the meaning of technical cooperation for WHO in pursuance of
that global health policy;
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(8) to take the necessary measures for WHO to secure, at a special event connected to the World
Health Assembly of' 1998, in conjunction with the fiftieth anniversary of WHO, high level political
endorsement of a health charter based on the new global health policy, in order to obtain political
ownership of the policy and commitment to its implementation;

(9) to report on the plans for securing this endorsement to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48/VR/12
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Agenda item 22.3 12 May 1995

WHO response to global change:
Technical discussions

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the Director-General on Technical Discussions at the Forty-ninth World
Health Assembly (1996);_

Recalling thc recommendations of thc Executive Board Working Group on the WHO Response to
Global Change and the report by thc Director-General on implementation of the Working Group
recommendations on methods of work of thc World Health Assembly; 2

Acknowledging the need to further streamline and improve methods of work of the Health Assembly
as well as the desirability of providing Member States with technical briefings focusing on important health
problems in a flexible and innovative manner,

1. DECIDES that, from thc Forty-ninth World Health Assembly in May 1996, and on a trial basis,
Technical Discussions will be replaced by a limited number of well organized technical briefings and by
informal forums for dialogue;

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to continue to review methods of work of the Health Assembly with
a view to further savings.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12May 1995
A48/VR/12

Document EB94/1994/REC/!, Annex 1.

2 Document EB93/1994/REC/I, Annex 1, Part 2, section IV.
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.Agenda item 24 12 May 1995

Appointment of External Auditor

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly

1. RESOLVES that the holder of the Office of the Auditor-General of the Republic of South Africa be
appointed External Auditor of the accounts of the World Health Organization for the financial periods 1996-
1997 and 1998-1999 and that he/she conduct his/her audits in accordance with the principles incorporated in
Article XII of the Financial Regulations, provided that, should the necessity arise, he/she may designate a
representative to act in his/her absence;

2. EXPRESSES its thanks to the Comptroller and Auditor Generalof the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland for the work he has performed for the Organization in his audit of the accounts for the
financial periods 1992-1993 and 1994-1995.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May i995
A48/VR/12
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Agendaitem26.1 12May1995

Assessment of new Members and
Associate Members

Assessment of Palau

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting that Palau became a Member of the World Health Organization on 9 March 1995;

Noting that the United Nations General Assembly has not yet established an assessment rate for Palau;

Recalling that the Twenty-second World Health Assembly, in resolution WHA22.6, decided that from
1968 new Members shall be assessed in accordance with the practice followed by the United Nations in
assessing new Members for their year of admission,

DECIDES:

(1) that Palau shall be assessed for the second year of the financial period 1994-1995 and for future
financial periods at a rate to be Feted by the Health Assembly, as and when an assessment rate for this
country has been established by the United Nations General Assembly;

(2) that Palau shall be assessed at the provisional rate of 0.01aA for the second year of the financial
period 1994-1995 and for future fmancial periods, to be adjusted to the definitive assessment rate when
established by the Health Assembly;

(3) that the 1995 instalment of the assessment shall be reduced to nine-twelfths of 0.01%.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48/VR/12
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Agenda item 26.2 12 May 1995

Scale of assessments for the
financial period 1996-1997

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

I. DECIDES that the scales of assessments for the years 1996 and 1997 shall, subject to the provisions
of paragraph 2 below, be as follows:

I_ (1) (2) (31 (41 (51

Members and Associate Members WHO scales United Nations scales

1996 1997 1996 1997

% % % %

Afghanistan 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Albania 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Algeria 0.1573 0.16 0.1600 0.16

Angola 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Antigua and Barbuda 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Argentina 0.4719 0.47 0.4800 0.48
Armenia 0.0541 0.05 0.0550 0.05

Australia 1.4550 1.45 1.4800 1.48

Austria 0.8504 0.85 0.8650 0.87

Azerbaijan 0.1155 0.11 0.1175 0.11

Bahamas 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

Bahrain 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

Bangladesh 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Barbados 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Belarus 0.2876 0.27 0.2925 0.28

Belgium 0.9905 0.99 1,0075 1.01

f Belize 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
/

_ ' Benin 0.0100 0.0 _ _.0100 0.0 _

III Bhutan 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Bolivia 0,0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Bosnia and Herzegovina 0.0123 0.01 0.0125 0.01
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(t) (2) (3) (4) (s)
hiram andAmmclateMembers WHOtmal_ UnitedNltion8Icall.I

1996 t997 1996 t997

% % % %

Botswana 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Brazil 1.5927 1.59 1.6200 1.62
Brunei Darussalam 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

Bulgaria 0.0811 0.08 0.0825 0.08
Burkina Faso 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Burundi 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Cambodia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Cameroon 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Canada 3.0501 3.06 3.1025 3.11

Cape Verde 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

CentralAfricanRepublic 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Chad 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Chile 0.0786 0.08 0.0800 0.08
China 0.7226 0.73 0.7350 0.74

Colombia 0.0983 0.10 0.1000 0.10
Comoros 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Congo 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Cook Islands' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 b 0.01 b

CostaRica 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

COted'lvoire 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Croatia 0.0885 0.09 0.0900 0.09
Cuba 0.0516 0.05 0.0525 0.05

Cyprus 0.0295 0.03 0.0300 0.03
Czech Republic 0.2556 0.24 0.2600 0.25

DemocraticPeople'sRepublic of Korea 0.0492 0.05 0.0500 0.05
Denmark 0.7054 0.71 0.7175 0.72

Djibouti 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Dominica 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Dominican Republic 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Ecuador 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

Egypt 0.0688 0.08 0.0700 0.08
El Salvador 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Equatorial Guinea 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Eritrea 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Estonia 0.0418 0.04 0.0425 0.04

Ethiopia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Fljt 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0 01

' Not a Memberof the United Nations.

bAssumedUnitedNations rate if Stateor territory hadbeena Memberof the UnitedNations.

2
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (IS)

Members and Associate Members WHO scales United Nitio4rm scales

19H 1H7 19H 1997

% % % %

Finland 0.6071 0.61 0.6175 0.62

France 6.2994 6.31 6.4075 6.42

Gabon 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Gambia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Georgia 0.1155 0.11 0.1175 0.11
Germany 8.8899 8.91 9.0425 9.06
Ghana 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Greece 0.3736 0.37 0.3800 0.38

Grenada 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Guatemala 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

Guinea 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Guinea-Bissau 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Guyana 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Haiti 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Honduras 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Hungary 0.1376 0.14 0.1400 0.14
Iceland 0.0295 0.03 0.0300 0.03

India 0.3048 0.30 0.3100 0.31

Indonesia 0.1376 0.14 0.1400 0.14

Iran (Islamic Republic of) 0.4596 0.44 0.4675 0.45
Iraq 0.1376 0.14 0.1400 0.14
Ireland 0.2065 0.21 0.2100 0.21

Israel 0.2630 0.26 0.2675 0.27

Italy 5.1098 5.16 5.1975 5.25
Jamaica 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Japan 15.1746 15.38 15.4350 15.65
Jordan 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Kazakhstan 0.1966 0.19 0.2000 0.19

Kenya 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Kinbati' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 b 0.01b

Kuwait 0,1868 0.19 0.1900 0.19

Kyrgyzstan 0,0319 0.03 0.0325 0.03
Lao People'sDemocraticRepublic 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Latvia 0.0811 0.08 0.0825 0.08

Lebanon 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Lesotho 0,0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Lmberia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

· Not a Member of the UnitedNations.

b AssumedUnited Nationsrate if Stateor territory hadbeen a Memberof the United Nations.

3
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)
hi)em and Auocilte Members WHO8cales United Nations scales

1996 1997 19H 1997

% % % %

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya o.1991 0.20 0.2025 0.20
Lithuania 0.0836 0.08 0.0850 0.08

Luxembourg 0.0688 0.07 0.0700 0.07

Madagascar 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Malawi 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Malaysia 0.1376 0.14 0.1400 0.14
Maldives 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Mali 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Malta 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

MarshallIslands 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Mauritania 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Mauritius 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Mexico 0.7742 0.78 0.7875 0.79

Micronesia(FederatedStatesof) 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Monaco 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Mongolia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Morocco 0.0295 0.03 0.0300 0.03

Mozambique 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Myanmar 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Namibia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Nauru' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100b 0.01b

Nepal 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Netherlands 1.5607 1.56 1.5875 1.59

New Zealand 0.2359 0.23 0.2400 0.24

Nicaragua 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Niger 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Nigeria 0.1131 0.11 0.1150 0.11
Niue' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100c 0.01¢

Norway 0.5505 0.55 0.5600 0.56
Oman 0.0393 0.04 0.0400 0.04
Pakistan 0.0590 0.06 0.0600 0.06

Panama 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Papua New Guinea 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Paraguay 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Peru 0.0590 0.06 0.0600 0.06

Philippines 0.0590 0.06 0.0600 0.06

· Not aMemberof the United Nations.

b Assessmentimposedon a State_ is not a Member of the United Nationsbut participatesin certainof its
a_tiv'stie_

· ._mmmdUnitedNations rateif Stateor territory hadbeena Member of the UnitedNations.
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(l) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Member. and A_ocinte Member. WHO ,calu United N_on8 t,_lles

lgg6 1997 1996 lgg7

% % % %

Poland 0.3318 0.32 0.3375 0.33

Portugal 0.2704 0.27 0.2750 0.28
Puerto Rico''b 0.0100 0.01 0.0100' 0.01'

Qatar 0.0393 0.04 0.0400 0.04

Republic of Korea 0.8037 0.80 0.8175 0.82

RepublicofMoldova 0.0836 0.C)8 0.0850 0.08
Romania 0.1475 0.15 0.1500 0.15

Russian Federation 4.3749 4.20 4.4500 4.27
Rwanda 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Saint Kitts and Nevis 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Saint Lucia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Samoa 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

San Marino 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Sao Tome and Principe 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Saudi Arabia 0.7078 0.70 0.7200 0.71

Senegal 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Seychelles 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
SierraLeone 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Singapore 0.1376 0.14 0.1400 0.14
Slovakia 0.0811 0.08 0.0825 0.08

Slovenia 0.0688 0.07 0.0700 ' 0.07

Solomon Islands 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Somalia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

South Africa 0.3171 0.31 0.3225 0.32

Spain 2.3226 2.34 2.3625 2.38
Sn Lanka 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Sudan 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Suriname 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Swaziland 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Sweclen 1.2068 1.21 1.2275 1.23

Switzerland' 1.1896 1.19 1.2100d 1.21d

Syrian Arab Republic 0.0492 0.05 0.0500 0.05
Tajikistan 0.0197 0.02 0.0200 0.02

· Not a Member of the United Nations.

k Associate Member of WHO.

cAssumed United Nations rate if State or territory had been a Member of the United Nations.

d Assessment imposed on a State which is not a Member of the United Nations but participates incertain of its
activities.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)
Membem and Associate Membem WHO scales United Nations scales

19911 1997 19911 1997

% % % %

Thailand 0.1278 0.13 0.1300 0.13

The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Togo 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Tokelau''b 0.0100 0.01 0.0100c 0.01'

Tonga' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100d 0.01d

Trinidad and Tobago 0.0319 0.03 0.0325 0.03
Tunisia 0.0295 0.03 0.0300 0.03

Turkey 0.3687 0.37 0.3750 0.38
Turkmenistan 0.0319 0.03 0.0325 0.03
Tuvalu' 0.0100 0.01 0.0100c 0.01¢

Uganda 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Ukraine 1.1208 1.07 1.1400 1.09
UnitedArab Emirates 0.1868 0.19 0.1900 0.19

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland 5.2253 5.23 5.3150 5.32

United Republic of Tanzania 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
UnitedStatesof America 25.0000 25.00 25.0000 25.00

Uruguay 0.0393 0.04 0.0400 0.04
Uzbekistan 0.1352 O.13 0.1375 0.13

Vanuatu 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Venezuela 0.3318 0.32 0.3375 0.33

Viet Nam 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Yemen 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Yugoslavia 0.1008 0.10 0.1025 0.10
Zalre 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01
Zambia 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

Zambabwe 0.0100 0.01 0.0100 0.01

' Not a Memberof the United Nations.

bAssociateMemberof WHO.

cAssumedUnitedNationsrate if Stateor territory had beena Memberof the UnitedNations.

dAssessmentimposedon a Statewhich is not a Memberof the United Nations but participatesin certainof' its
activities.
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2. REQUESTS the Director-General, in the event that assessments are fixed provisionally or defmitively
by the present Health Assembly for any new Members not already included in the scales, to adjust the scales
as set forth in paragraph !.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
A48/VR/12
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Agenda item 27 12 May 1995

Review of the Working Capital Fund

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the recommendation of the Executive Board on the Working Capital Fund,

1. DECIDES that:

(1) Parts I and II of the Working Capital Fund be consolidated into one single Working Capital Fund
with effect from I January 1996;

(2) the amount standing to the credit of each Member or Associate Member in the present Pan I of
the Working Capital Fund shall be refunded on I January 1996 by offsetting this amount against any
regular budget contributions due by that date;

(3) an amount of USS 5 million shall be transferred by the Director-General on 1 January 1996 from
casual income to the Working Capital Fund to partly compensate for the refund of advances to
Members and Associate Members;

2. DECIDES to amend the Financial Regulations with effect from I January 1996 accordingly, as shown
in the report of the Director-General; _

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to make consequent amendments to the Financial Rules at an
appropriate time.

Twelfth plenarymeeting, 12May 1995
A48/VR/12

_ Document EB95/1995/REC/I, Annex 12, Appendix.
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Agenda item 28 12 May 1995

Real Estate Fund

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the status of projects financed from the Real
Estate Fund and the estimated requirements of the Fund for the period 1 June 1995 to 31 May 1996;

Recognizing that certain estimates must necessarily remain provisional because of the fluctuation of
exchange rates,

1. AUTHORIZES the financing from the Real Estate Fund of the expenditures summarized in part III of
the Director-General's report, at an estimated cost of USS 9 295 000;

2. APPROPRIATES to the Real Estate Fund, from casual income, the sum of USS 7 691 000.

Twelfdl plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 29.2 12 May 1995

Salaries for ungraded posts and
the Director-General

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting the recommendations of the Executive Board with regard to remuneration of staff in the
ungraded posts and of the Director-General,

1. ESTABLISHES the salary for the posts of Assistant Directors-General and Regional Directors at

USS 131 617 per annum before staff assessment, resulting in a modified net salary of USS 85 972(dependency rate) or USS 77 763 (single rate);

2. ESTABLISHES the salary for the post of Deputy Director-General at USS 145 236 per annum before
staff assessment, resulting in a modified salary of USS 93 735 (dependency rate) or USS 84 232 (single rate);

3. ESTABLISHES the salary for the Director-General at USS 179 537 per annum before staffassessment,
resulting in a modified net salary of USS 113 286 (dependency rate) or USS 100 525 (single rate);

4. DECIDES that these adjustments in remuneration shall come into effect on I March 1995.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 32.1 12 May 1995

International Decade of the
World's Indigenous People

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling United Nations General Assembly resolution 48/163 of 21 December 1993, which proclaimed
the International Decade of the World's Indigenous People commencing on 10 December 1994, and requested
specialized agencies to consider with governments and indigenous people how they can contribute to the
success of the Decade;

Recalling also that United Nations General Assembly resolution 49/214 of 23 December 1994 invited
the specialized agencies to give increased priority and resources to improving the conditions of indigenous
people, with particular emphasis on the needs of those people in developing countries, including by the
preparation of specific programmes of action for the implementation of the goals of the Decade, within their
areasof competence;

Noting that the goal of the Decade is the strengthening of international cooperation for the solution of
problems faced by indigenous people in such areas as health;

Mindful of WHO's objective of health for all by the year 2000;

Recalling further resolution WHA47.27 concerning WHO's participation in planning for, and
implementing the objectives of, the International Decade of the World's Indigenous People,

1. REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on WHO's
implementation of resolution WHA47.27, including measures at the regional level;

2. INVITES those Member States which have designated a focal point for indigenous health issues as
suggested in resolution WHA47.27 to provide the Director-General with the contact details of the focal point.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12May !995
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Agenda item 18.2 12 May 1995

Consolidating budgetary reform

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Recalling resolutions WHA46.35 and WHA47.g, which set out a number of matters of concern to
Member States relating to the budgetary process;

Reiterating the importance of achieving the highest standards of accountability and transparency in the
programme budget of the Organization;

Reaffi'uning the fundamental importance of realistic programme targets and measurable outcomes;

Thanking the Director-General for the initial efforts made to respond to these resolutions in the
preparation of the proposed programme budget for 1996-1997;

Welcoming the first steps in developing a strategic approach to the programme budget process and in
preparing a clearer, simpler, and more "user-friendly" document than previous programme budget documents;

Recognizing that other provisions of resolutions WHA46.35 and WHA47.8 still need to be fulfilled;

Considering that the preparation of each programme .budget should be a continuous process building
on the achievements of preceding programme budgets;

Convinced of the need to take greater account of the relation between regular and extrabudgetary funds
in budget preparation;

Noting the need for greater harmonization of budget policies and programme budgeting procedures in
all areas and at all levels of the Organization,

1. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to involve Member States and the Executive Board at an early stage in translating the strategic
budget into detailed, annual, operational plans of action, including indications of extrabudgetary
resources;

(2) to enhance the process of strategic budgeting for future bienniums along the following lines:
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(a) providegreateroppommity for MemberStates' involvement, in theappropriateforums,in
the establishment of priorities at each stage and every level, for the development of the
programmebudget;

(b) ensure sufficient flexibility in the process to permit the continuous assessment of priorities
and programmes and appropriate adjustments in implementations;

(c) at the strategic level, continue to clarify objectives, including health outcomes, for the
programme budget;

(d) strengthen the principle of accountability at the programme level, through the establishment
of qualitative and quantitative performance targets for programme managers to be reached during
the period of the programme budget, and report to the Member States on the results achieved
during the biennium;

(e) present financial statements and schedules in a format that permits comparison of
expenditure against the programme budget and the operational plans of action;

(3) to present, in future programme budgets, data on actual expenditure for comparison with the most
recently completed biennium, and data on forecasted final expenditure for the current biennium;

(4) to continue to identify areas of duplication, overlapping, and redundant procedures in budget
planning, with a view to improving efficiency andproductivity, in orderthat WHO resources may be
used in the areas of highest priority;

(5) to present to the Executive Board at its ninety-seventh session, a progress report on the
experiences thus far with the strategic programme budget approach, including evidence of consistency
of programme budgeting procedures and policies in all areas and at all levels of WHO, and an analysis
of the ways in which these experiences and any deficiencies in the new approach may be taken into
account when preparing the 1998-1999 biennial programme budget; and to request the Executive Board
to present to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly its recommendations on this subject.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 18.2 12 May 1995

Reorientation of allocations

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Aware of the great inequities persisting between developed and developing countries where health status
is concerned, and the lack of human, material and financial resources in the developing countries to cope with
their urgent health problems and establish national health services;

Noting with deep concern that there has been no real growth in the WHO budget for the last ten years,
and that the instability of financial markets is causing unforeseeable cost increases;

Recalling resolution WHA29.48, whereby the Director-General was requestedto cutdown"all avoidable
and non-essential expenditure on establishment and administration", and the effect of that resolution in
achieving an orientation of 60% of the regular budget towards technical cooperation,

REQUESTS the Executive Board and the Director-General:

(1) to initiate, as part of the process of budgetary reform, a process of biennial budgetary transfers
from global and interregional activities to priority health programmes at country level, in the context
of priorities recommended by the Board, starting with a 2% transfer in the 1998-1999 programme
budget, and to regularly review this need in every biennium in order to achieve maximum transfer of
resources to priority health programmes at country level;

(2) to ensure that the respective proposed programme budgets show from which programme areas
the transfer has been effected;

(3) to report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on steps taken in implementing this
resolution.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 19 12 May 1995

Paris AIDS Summit

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the reports of the Director-General on the global strategy for prevention and control

of AIDS, _ expressing the exemplary role of the World Health Organization, and on the implementation of
the joint and cosponsored United Nations programme on HIV/AIDS?

Mindful that, among its objectives, the programme must not only obtain and facilitate a worldwide
consensus on policies and prograrnmes, but must also strengthen the capacity of the United Nations system
to follow up trends and ensure that appropriate and effective policies and strategies are implemented at the
national level;

Having in mind the seven initiatives contained in the declaration of the AIDS Summit adopted in Paris
on I December 1994_ with regard to involvement of people living with HIV/AIDS; global collaboration for

HIV/AIDS research; international collaboration for blood transfusion safety; care of affected persons;
mobilization in favour of children, young people and orphans; reduction of the vulnerability of women; and
respect for human rights and ethics related to HIV/AIDS;

Emphasizing that improved coordination of the activities conducted by governments, multilateral and
intergovernmental organizations, and community-based organizations, including people living with HIV/AIDS,
will make more effective control of the pandemic possible,

1. WELCOMES the declaration of the AIDS Summit adopted by the Heads of Government or

representatives of the 42 States meeting in Paris on I December 1994;

2. INVITES governments which have not signed the declaration to do so;

3. INVITES the organizations cosponsoring the joint United Nations programme on HIV/AIDS to include

in their programmes the provisions defined in the declaration adopted at the Paris Summit;

DocumentA48/14.

2DocumentA48/34.

3DocumentEB95/!995/REC/1,Annex 7.
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4. REQUESTS the Director-Gmeral, within the framework of the joint and cosponsored United Nations

programme on HIV/AIDS, and in close cooperation with its Director, to contribute to the implementation of
the priority initiatives set out in the declaration of the Paris Summit.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 29.1 12 May 1995

Recruitment of international staff in WHO:
geographical representation

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting the report and proposals of the Director-General and the views of the Executive Board with
regard to the recruitment of international staff in WHO;

Recalling earlier resolutions of the Health Assembly and the Board on the same subject, the last of
which was WHA46.23;

Noting that recruitment of nationals from unrepresented and under-represented countries and countries
below the mid-point of the desirable range has exceeded the target of 40% and reached 48%;

Reaffirming that the principles embodied in Articles 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of the Staff Regulations remain
the paramount consideration in staff recruitment,

1. DECIDES to set a target of 60% of all vacancies arising in professional and higher-graded posts subject
to geographical distribution during the period ending September 1996 for the appointment of nationals of
unrepresented and under-represented countries and those below the mid-point of the desirable range;

2. CALLS UPON the Director-General and the Regional Directors to pursue energetically their efforts to
continue to improve geographical representation;

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to report on the recruitment of international staff in WHO to the
Executive Board and the Health Assembly in 1998.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 31 12 May 1995

Health conditions of, and assistance to, the Arab
population in the occupied Arab territories,

including Palestine

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Mindful of the basic principle established in the WHO Constitution, which affirms that the health of
all peoples is fundamental to the attainment of peace and security;

I_ Recalling the convening of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East at Madrid on30 October 1991, on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967 and 338
(1973) of 22 October 1973, and the subsequent bilateral negotiations;

Expressing the hope that the peace talks among the parties concerned in the Middle East will lead to
a just and comprehensive peace in the area;

Noting the signing in Washington D.C. on 13 September 1993 of the Declaration of Principles on
Interim Self-Government Arrangements between the Government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation
Organization, and the commencement of the implementation of the Declaration of Principles following the
signing of the Cairo Accord on 4 May 1994, and the transfer of health services to the Palestinian Health
Authority on I December 1994;

Emphasizing the need to accelerate the implementation of the Declaration of Principles and the Cairo
Accord;

Recognizing the need for increased support and health assistance to the Arab populations in the
occupied Arab territories, including the Palestinians as well as the Syrian Arab population;

Recognizing that the Palestinian people will have to make strenuous efforts to improve their health
infrastructure, and expressing its satisfaction at the initiation of cooperation between the Israeli Ministry of
Health and its Palestinian counterpart, emphasizing that health development is best enhanced under conditions
of peace and stability;

Expressing its hope that the Palestinian patients will be able to benefit from health facilities available

i_ in the health institutions of Jerusalem;
Recognizing the need for support and health assistance to the Arab populations in the occupied

territories, including the occupied Golan;
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Having considered the report of the Director-General _on the subject,

1. EXPRESSES the hope that the peace talks will lead to the establishment of a just, lasting and

comprehensive peace in the Middle East;

2. EXPRESSES the hope that the Palestinian people, having assumed responsibility for their health
services, will be able themselves to carry out health plans and projects in order to participate with the peoples
of the world in the achievement of WHO's objective of health for all by the year 2000;

3. AFFIRMS the need to support the efforts of the Palestinian Authority in the field of health to enable
it to develop its own health system which meets the needs of the Palestinian people, by administering their
own affairs and supervising their own health services;

4. URGES Member States, intergovernmental organizations, nongovernmental organizations and regional
organizations to provide speedy and generous assistance to help in the achievement of health development
for the Palestinian people;

5. THANKS the Director-General for his efforts and requests him:

(1) to continue to provide the necessary technical assistance for supporting health programmes and
projects for the Palestinian people in the transitional period;

(2) to take the necessary steps and make the contacts needed to obtain funding from various available
sources and extrabudgetary sources to meet the urgent health needs of the Palestinian people during the
transitional period;

(3) to continue his efforts to implement the special health assistance programme and adapt it to the

health needs of the Palestinian people, taking into account the health plan of the Palestinian people;

(4) to activate the organizational unit at WHO headquarters concerned with the health of the
Palestinian people, and continue to provide health assistance to improve the health conditions of the
Palestinian people;

(5) to report on the implementation of this resolution to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly;

6. EXPRESSES gratitude to all Member States, intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental
organizations and calls upon them to provide the assistance needed to meet the health needs of the Palestinian
people.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agendaitem32.2 12May1995

Establishment of the joint and cosponsored
United Nations programme on HIVIAIDS ("UNAIDS")

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly,

Stressing the increasingly grave implications of the HIV/AIDS epidemic for health and the provision
of adequate and appropriate health services, as well as for many other economic and social sectors;

Recalling that resolution EB93.R5 recommends the development and establishment of a joint and
cosponsored United Nations programme on HIV/AIDS ("UNAIDS") administered by WHO, in keeping with
the consensus option as presented in the report of the Director-General on this issue;

Further recalling that resolution EB95.RI3 requests the Director-General to pursue efforts towards
establishing the programme;

Having examined the report of the Director-General on progress to this end;

Welcoming the endorsement of the programme's establishment by the governing bodies of the other
cosponsoring organizations;

Taking note of resolution 1994/24 adopted by the Economic and Social Council at its July 1994 session;

Considering the support given to the programme in the Declaration of the Paris AIDS Summit;

Taking note of the report of the Committee of Cosponsoring Organizations to the Economic and Social
Council;

Welcoming the appointment of an Executive Director for the programme, with effect from I January
1995;

Aware of the urgent need to proceed with the establishment of the programme in order to ensure that
it is fully operational by I January 1996;

Considering that the programme must play a central normative and coordinating role in the
development, at national and global levels, of common strategies whose activities concerning HIV/AIDS will
be supported by the cosponsoring organizations;

Recognizing that substantial capacity has been built up within WHO to respond to the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, primarily through its Global Programme on AIDS;



Reaffirming the imporlance of the role of the national authorities as principal coordinators of national
response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic;

Stressing that an important function of the programme will be to strengthen national capacities to plan,
coordinate, implement and monitor the overall response to HIV/AIDS;

Welcoming the progress made towards establishing the joint United Nations programme on HIV/AIDS,

1. ENDORSES the establishment of UNAIDS, to which WHO will provide the administrative framework
as described in the report of the Director-General; !

2. ENCOURAGES UNAIDS to promote the development of the basic elements of a common message
for HIV/AIDS prevention, care and health education which considers the different social and cultural contexts
of Member States;

3. URGES Member States elected to the Programme Coordinating Board (PCB) of UNAIDS to consider
the importance of maintaining public health experience and expertise on HIV/AIDS/STD when selecting their
representatives to PCB;

4. URGES Member States to pursue in the respective governing bodies of cosponsoring organizations the
provision to the programme of financial support from their regular/core budget, as well as staff support in
accordance with the requirements of the programme;

5. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(1) to facilitate implementation of the programme in accordance with resolutions EB93.R5 and
EB95.RI3, taking into account the report of the Committee of Cosponsoring Organizations to the
Economic and Social Council;

(2) to provide administrative support to the Executive Director of the programme and his staff during
the transition period and to arrange for WHO to meet the administrative needs of the programme once
it is operational, in the light of the Organization's role as administering agency;

(3) to provide the programme with financial support from the regular budget of WHO and with staff
support;

(4) to give the WHO Representatives the necessary instructions to ensure close collaboration at
country level with the other cosponsoring organizations;

(5) to ensure continuation of the work of the Global Programme on AIDS during the period of
transition until the joint programme is fully operational;

(6) to ensure that strategies are developed, in close collaboration with UNAIDS, for integrating
HIV/AIDS/STD into the work of WHO;

(7) to report on progress made towards establishment of the programme to the Forty-ninth World
Health Assembly in May 1996.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Agenda item 32.6 12 May 1995

Collaboration within the United Nations system and
with other intergovernmental organizations:

Health assistance to specific countries

The Forty-eighthWorld HealthAssembly,

Recalling and confirming the previous resolutions of the Health Assembly on health assistanceto
specificcountries,the most recentbeingresolutionWHA47.28, whichincludes referenceto earlierresolutions
WHA44.37 (Health and medical assistanceto Lebanon); WHA44.3g (Health assistance to refugeesand
displaced persons in 'Cyprus); WHA44.39 (Assistance to Lesotho and Swaziland); WHA44.40
(Reconstructionand development of the health sector in Namibia); and WHA44.43 (Health and medical
assistanceto Somalia); and also resolutionWHA44.41 (Emergencyrelief to Bangladesh);

Noting the increasingnumber of countriesand areasstrickenby natural and man-made disastersand
the subsequentnumerous reportssubmitted for discussionduring the Health Assembly;

Taking noteof United NationsGeneralAssemblyresolution46/182,"Strengtheningof the coordination
of humanitarianassistance of the United Nations";

Recallingresolution WHA35.1 on methodof work of the HealthAssembly, which drawsattentionto
the desirabilityof a full discussionat regionallevel of all mattersdealingwith specific countriesbefore such
items arereferredto the HealthAssembly, and the recentdecisionon this matterby the RegionalCommittee
for the Eastern Mediterranean(resolutionEM/RC39/R.11),

1. EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Director-Generalfor his continued efforts to s_ngthen the
Organization'scapacityto respondpromptly and efficiently to country-specificemergencies;

2. URGES the Director-Generalto continueto give high priority to countries mentioned in the above
resolutions and to coordinate these and other WHO efforts in emergency preparednessand humanitarian
assistancewith the humanitarianaffairs programmesof the United Nations system, including mobilization
of extrabudgetaryresources;

3. CALLS UPON the Director-Generalto report to the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly on the
implementationof this resolution.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12May 1995
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Agenda item 18.3 12 May 1995

Appropriation resolution for the
financial period 1996-1997

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly

1. RESOLVES to appropriate for the financial period 1996-1997 an amount of USS 922 654 000 as
follows:

A.

Appropriation Purpose of appropriation Amount
section USS '

1. Governing bodies ................. 21 600 000
2. Health policy and management ........ 261 464 000
3. Health services development .......... 162 871 000
4. Promotion and protection of health ...... 131 146 000
5. Integrated control of disease .......... 120 756 000
6. Administrative services .............. 144 817 000

Effective working budget 842 654 000

7. Transfer to Tax Equalization Fund ...... 80 000 000

Total 922 654 000

B. Within the overall appropriation of USS 842 654 000, the operating budgets for 1996-1997 for
the six regional offices shall be calculated in accordance with established principles of equity, and on
the basis of the prevailing United Nations/WHO accounting ratesof exchange, effective May 1995, for
all regional offices' currencies vis-b-vis the US dollar.

C. Amounts not exceeding the appropriations voted under paragraph A shall be available for the
payment of obligations incurred during the financial period I January 1996- 31 December 1997 in
accordance with the provisions of the Financial Regulations. Notwithstanding the provisions of the
present paragraph, the Director-General shall limit the obligations to be incurred during the financial
period 1996-1997 to sections 1-6.

t Taking into account the financing proposals contained in document A48/17.
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D. Notwithstanding the provisions of Financial Regulation 4.5, thc Director-General is authorized

to make transfers between those appropriation sections that constitute the effective working budget up
to an amount not exceeding 10% of the amount appropriated for the section from which the transfer

is made, this percentage being established in respect of section 2 exclusive of the provision made for
the Director-General's and Regional Directors' Development Programme (USS 6 643 000). The
Director-General is also authorized to apply amounts not exceeding the provision for the Director-
General's and Regional Directors' Development Programme to those sections of the effective working

budget under which the programme expenditure will be incurred. All such transfers shall be reported
in the financial report for the financial period 1996-1997. Any other transfers required shall be made
and reported in accordance with the provisions of Financial Regulation 4.5.

E. The appropriations voted under paragraph A shall be financed by assessments on Members after
deduction of the following:

USS

(i) reimbursement of programme support costs by the United
Nations Development Programme in the estimated amount of ..... 3 600 000

(ii) casual income (other than interest earned) ................... 7 594 300

11 194 300

thus resulting in assessments on Members of USS 911 459 700. In establishing the amounts of
contributions to be paid by individual Members, their assessments shall be reduced further by (a) the

amount standing to their credit in the Tax Equalization Fund, except that the credits of those Members
that require _staff members of WHO to pay taxes on their WHO emoluments shall be reduced by the
estimated amounts of such tax reimbursements to be made by the Organization, and (b) the amount of
interest earned and available for appropriation (USS 3 352 700) credited to them in accordance with
the incentive scheme adopted by the Health Assembly in resolution WHA41.12.

F. The maximum net level of the exchange rate facility provided for under Article 4.6 of the
Financial Regulations is established at USS 31 000 000 for the biennium 1996-1997, on the basis of

the United Nations/WHO accounting rates of exchange (for all regions and at the global level)
prevailing during May 1995.

2. APPROVES the use of casual income, if available, up to the amount of USS 10 000 000 in each of the
years 1996-1997 for expenditure on priority country programmes, such expenditure to be approved by the
Executive Board at its ninety-seventh session in January 1996,

3. URGES Member States to make every possible effort to pay their annual assessments in full and on
time in order to ensure effective programme delivery,

4. REQUESTS that the Director-General, in preparing future programme budgets, presents data from
authoritative sources, inter alia international financial institutions and regional economic cooperation bodies,
on estimated inflation rates.

Twelfth plenary meeting, 12 May 1995
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Provisional agenda item 21.2 A48119
1 May 1995

Status of collection of assessed contributions
and status of advances to the Working Capital Fund

Report by the Director-General

This report is presented to update the Director-General's report on the same subject to the
ninety-fifth session of the Executive Board in January 1995 and to assist the Health
Assembly in reviewing the financial position of the Organization.

1. The attached statement shows the status of collection of assessed contributions and the status of

advances to the Working Capital Fund as at 30 April 1995. As required by resolution WHA16.20, the
Director-General is submitting a separate report concerning those Members subject to the provisions of
paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.13, referring to the possible suspension of the voting rights of Members.

COLLECTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS, 1995 ASSESSMENTS (part 2, pages 2, 3 and 4 of the
attached statement)

2. Collections of contributions payable in 1995 in respect of the effective working budget amount to
USS 169 l I 1 423, or 41.68% of the assessments on the Members concerned, as compared with 32.3% at the
same time in 1994 and 41.67% in 1993.

STATUS OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND (part 3, pages 5 and 6)

3. Part 3, on pages 5 and 6 of the attached statement, shows the status of advances to the Working Capital
Fund. All Members have paid their advances to the Working Capital Fund in full.

ARREARS OF CONTRIBUTIONS

4. On ] January ]995 total arrearsof contributions duc for yearsprior to 1995 from Members actively
participating in the work of the Organization amounted to USS 136 863 889. Payments received since that
date amount to USS 22 300 466, reducing such arrears to USS 1]4 563 423 at 30 April 1995. The
corresponding figure at 30 April 1994 was USS 104 620 347.
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Contributions for which the Health Assembly authorized special arrangements (part 4,
page 7)

4.1 This part of the report shows the status of the instalment payments due from certain Members under
the provisions of resolutions WHA33.7, WHA37.6, WHA39.16 and WHA45.23 in the amount of
USS 5 162 879.

Contributions due from other Members in respect of the effective working budget and
unbudgeted assessments (part 5, page 8)

4.2 This part of the report shows other arrears of contributions due from Members in respect of the
effective working budget for years prior to 1995 in the amount of USS 107-814 627, and the unbudgeted
assessments of two Members in the amount of USS I 585 917.

Contributions included in the Undistributed Reserve (part 6, page 9)

4.3 Part 6 of the report shows the unpaid contributions included in the Undistributed Reserve.

MATTERS FOR PARTICULAR ATTENTION OF THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY

5. The Health Assembly may wish to consider for possible adoption the text of the resolution
recommended by the Executive Board in its resolution EB95.RI5. _

DocumentEB95/1995/REC/1,p. I7



STATEMENT SHOWING THE STATUS OF COLLECTION OF ANNUALCONTRIBUTIONS

AND OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND AS AT 30 APRIL 1995

(_ b us d,a_)

TABLEAUX INDIQUANT L'ETAT DU RECOUVREMENT DES CONTRIBUTIONS ANNUELLES
ET DES AVANCES AU FONDS DE ROULEMENT A LA DATE DU 30 AVRIL 1995

(Eh doll.s dm Et_ts-Unis)

1. SUNNARY

As of 30 April 1995, the rate of collection of contributions in respect of
the effective working budget is higher than in 1994. Out of a total amount
of $ 405 782 500, _ 169 111 423 or 41.68% has been collected, as compared
to 32.30% in 1994. Whereas 62 Members had paid their contributions in full
and 14 Members in part, 111 Members had not yet paid any part of their
assessment.

1. RESUHE

Au 30 avril 1995, le taux de recouvrement des contributions au budget
effectif est plus 61ev_ qu'en 1994. Pour un total de $ 405 782 $00 mis en
recouvrement les encaissements atteignent $ 169 111 423 soit 41.68% contre
32.30% en 1994. Alors que 62 Membres ont vers_ leur contribution en
totalit_ et 14 en partie, 111Hembres n'ont encore fait aucun versement.

Payments may be made as follows:
Les sommes en cause peuvent &ire payees:

(1) in US dollars to: or (2) in Swiss francs to:
en dollars des Etats-Unds &: ou en francs suisses &:

World Health Organization Organisation mondiale de la Sant_
Account No.1 ABA No.021080083 Compte No.44032-8-32
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York Banque Nationale Suisse
33 Liberty Street 8022 Zurich
Hew York. N.Y. 10045 Suisse
United States Of Anerica

or (3) partly in US dollars as in (1) above, and partly in Swiss francs
as in (2) above.

o__u en partie en dollars des _Cats-Unts comme en (1) ct-dessus, et
en pattie en francs suisses comme en (2) ci-dessus.



2. STATUS OF COLLECTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN RESPECT
OF THE 1995 ASSESSMENTS

2. ETAT DU RECOUVREMENT DES CONTRIBUTIONS FIXEES POUR 1995

, .,, ,,, ,,, , ,

M alxn
M_nl_s

et Mcmlm=s &sIocl_
p,1;y_

...... (uss) (uss! ........ (uss_.,J,,, ,,,,,,,,,

1. Contrtlettens in reelect el ]. Contrl&uttons re_.ttves au
tnb Effocttve Nerlcln! Be41et Bullet effectif

AFIHANI STAN........... 40,755 - 40,7&S AFilNANJ STAN
ALBANIA ............. 40.450 - 40,410 ALIANJ E
d_.lF.Rl A ............. dl41t 105 661,105 ALMERZ E
ANIOLA ............. 40,SSS - 40,sss dd41OI.A
AHTIGUA AND I;ddlUDA ....... 41,070 - 41,070 ANTIGUA--ET-BARBUDA
ddeENTINA ............ 2,299,915 - 2,299,g15 ARGENTINE
ARMENIA............. Ill,910 - S33,910 ARNENI E
AUSTRALIA ............ S,916,B25 5,91&,825 - AUSTRALIE
AUSTRIA ............. 2,064,155 504,670 2,459,48S AUTRI CHIE
AZERBAIJAN ........... O&2,470 - 1162,4?0 AZERBAI DJAH
IL4UM/M&............. 82,140 ?J,000 9,140 IMIMMAS
MAIN ............. 120,730 120. 730 - BAHRE l N
BANGLAOESH ........... 40,215 40,215 - BAIdIL.AI2ESH
BARBADOS ............ J9,960 - J9 960 BARBADE
I_LARUS ............. 1,927,420 - 1,927,420 IIEI.ARLIS
IELGI UH............. 4,264,210 - 4,264,210 BELIlQLIE
BELIZE ............. 40,455 - 40,455 BELLE
BENIN .............. 40,415 - 40,455 BENIN
BHUTAH ............. 40,115 &0,lIS - BHDUTAN
IOLIVIA ............. 40,555 595 $9,940 IIOl. JVIE
BOSNIA AND HERZEOOVINA ..... 154,280 - 164,280 IOSNIE-HERZEOOVlNE
BOTSMANA ............ 19,980 19,9l 0 - IOTSMANA
BIIAZI L ............. 6,406,010 - 6,406,910 BEESIL
BRUNEI DddlUSS_LAI4 ........ liB,040 !111,040 - BEUMEI DAftUSSALAM
IULIAR 1A ............ 521, S55 - S21 · 355 IULIAR ZE
1MtKINA FASO .......... 40,110 - 40,110 IURKINA PASO
IURUND! ............. 41,070 - 41,070 IURUND!
CAMBODIA ............ 41,070 - 41,070 CAI41ODGE
CAMEROON ............ 40,690 40,600 CAREROLOd
CANADA 12,195,635 12,196,63[· . . o . . . . . . . . . - Cd,MAD&
CAPE VERDE ........... 40,525 - 40,525 CAP-VERT

! CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC .... 41,070 41,070 REPUBLIOUE CIENTRAFRICAIME
! CHAD .............. 41,070 - 41,070 T_M.D
CHILE .............. 528,530 - 121,550 CHILl
CHINA .............. i,015,905 1,011,90S - CHINE
COLONII A ............ 516,195 516 ,IgS- COL.OI4Bl E
COI401113G............. 41,070 41,070 COI4ORES
CONOO.............. 191,070 191,070 CONOO
COOK ISLANDS .......... 40,470 40,470 ILE6 COOK
COSTA RICA ........... 19,];70 - 19,];70 COSTA RICA
COTE D'IVOIRE. 12 010 82,010......... , - COTE D' IVOZRE
CROATIA. 51J ,910 J11,910............ CROATIE
CUSA .............. 169,63o - 1i9,63o CUBA
CYPRUS ............. 79,7SS 79,755 CHYPRE
CZECH REPUBLIC ......... 1,454,955 - 1,654,955 REPUJ. IQU£ TCHEQUE
DEHOCRATIC PEOPLE'S 1EP. OF KOREA 191,925 195 925 - REP. POPULAIRE DEN. DE COREE
DENMARK............. 2,541,14O 2,541,040 - DAHEHARK
DdlIOUTZ ............ 40,765 40,735 DJIBOUTI
DOMJNICA ............ 40.025 - 40,025 D014ZHIQUE
DONINICAN REPUBLIC ....... 82 · 140 - IZ, ! 40 REPUILIQLIE DONINICAINIE

IECUADOR ............. 121 · 210 121,210 EQUATEUR
! IEOYPT.............. 281,0&0 281,040 - EIYPTE
EL SALVADOR 41,070 41,070 SAL.VADOR........... - El.
EOUATOItiAL GUINEA ........ 41,070 - 41 ,O7O 8UINEE EQUATORIALE

ESTONIA ............. 2117,490 - 287,490 ESTONIE
ETHIOPIA ............ ];9,140 ];9 150 - ETHIOPI E
FIJI .............. 39,915 19,915 - FID,II
F INLAND ............. 2,2160420 J ,2];6,4J0 -- FINLJ
FRKE ............. 24 ,SS& ,SO0 24 ,SS& ,J00 - FRANCE
SABON .............. Il ,120 - Il ,120 IMBON
MIA ............. 41,0iS - 41,0iS MIE
GEORGIA ............. 162,470 - 842,470 BEOSGIE
MERNANY · ............ 15,420 ,I];0 17,700,001 17,720,129 ALLEHAM4E
SHANA .............. 40,575 - 40,575 814_M
OREECE ............. I ,];SI ,J00 I ,];51 ,];00 - IRECE
OdqENADA............. 41,070 - 41,07D 8REIM_
GUATEHALA ............ 12,140 - 12, !40 8UATEHAL.A
gUINEA ............. 41,070 - 41,070 8UINEE

GUI NEA-IZ SSAU .......... 41,070 - 41,070 OUINEE-BI S3AU
GUYANA 41.070 41,070............. - 8UYANA
HAITI .............. 41,070 - 41 ,OTO HAITI
HONDURA3 ............ 41,070 - 41,070 HONDURAS
HUNGARY............. 7IS,4SO 715,450 - _IE
ICELAND ............. 111,795 119,795 - l SLANDE
IKOIA .............. 1.416,515 700,258 701,257 INDE
INOONE$ZA ............ 640,410 640,410 - INDONESIE
IRAN [ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF) . . . 1,121,030 - 1,121,010 IRAN (REPUBLIOUE ISLAHIQUE g' )

IRAQ .............. 513,910 - S];1,910 IRAQ
I RECANO ............. 72& ,370 726 · 170 - ! RLMDE
ISRAEL ............. 8119,5];0 BII9,S];O - ISRAEL
! TALY .............. 16,18!, 020 - 16 ,Bill, o20 ] TALI£
JAMAICA ............. 40,0];0 34,6];2 6,191 JAIRAI0LIE
JAPAH .............. 41,187,070 41,987,070 - JAPON
JORDAN ............. 40,110 40,110 - JORDAHIE
KAZAKHSTAN ........... I, 19&, 375 - I, 193 · ]; 7S KAZAKHSTAN
KENYA .............. 41,070 - 41,070 KENYA
KIRIIMTI ............ 19,935 - $9,9];5 KIRIBAT!
KUNAI ? ............. 11114,140 1_J4,140 - KMIT
KYRGY'ZST&N ........... 246,420 - 246,420 KIRGNIZI STAN

I LAO PEOPLE'S DEH0CRATIC REPUBLIC 42,930 42,9&0 REP. DENDCNATIqUE POPULAIRE LAD

[ L_TV_ ............. 511.'10 : SS];. ,l; LETTONZE............. 41,0i5 I,OJ. 11,0];i k I Bdd',l
I LESOTHO............. 40,411 40,4];0 - LESOTHO

LIBERIA ............. 41,070 41,070- LIBERIA
iLIIYAH ARAB JdMMHIRIYA ..... 964,&05 - I&4,&0S JAMAHIR]YA ARAIE LIBYEId4E
! LI THUdO¢IA............ I1&,050 - 516,050 LITUANIE

LUNEI4BOURG ........... 2JUl, 970 2];8,970 kUXENIOURG

14ALAMI ............. 40,450 - 40,450 14ALAHI
I NAkAYSI A ............ 410,630 - 410 , 430 IMLAISI E

KDIVE$ ............ 19,19S ];9 1195 - NALDIVES
I IML.I .............. 40,115 - 40,];55 I'ML.I

, , , J ,,



2. STATUS OF COLLECTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN RESPECT
OF THE 1905 ASSESSMENTS

2. ETAT DU RECOUVREMENT DES CONTRIBUTIONS FIXEES POUR 1995
t

M_ Amemm_1 Balances due

.... (uss) (uss) (uss) iii,

HALTA .............. Sg, 79S $! , 790 tMLTE
Hd_qSOMI.L ISLANDS ........ 40,4?0 - 40,470 IL,ES IMRSNN.3.
MAURITANIA ........... 41,070 41,070 NAURITANi E
IMLIRI T I US ............ 19,1190 S! ,890 IMURICE
NEXICO ............. 1,624,610 $,624,610- N[XiGll

NICRONESIA (FEDERATED STATES Cd=) 40,SO0 - 40,600 #1CRMSIE (ETATS PaERES M)
14014_O ............. S9,820 19 1120 NONICO
NONIBIDL! A ............ 09,9111 SJ,JIS - NONBOLIE
NWIOCCO ............. 122,116 122,11J RAR0C
NOZANB!OUC ........... SJ,JIS 19,950 - N0ZddOIOUE
14YNM ............. 19,790 19,790 - NVNM
NANI111A ............. lJ,JlS 09,1116 N_II111E
NEPAL .............. lg,lJS lg,liLS NEPAl.
NETHERLANDS ........... S,844,270 S,1144,270 - PAYS-BAS
HEN ZEALAND ........... 014,710 914,7SS NOMLLE-ZELdd4DE
NICARAGUA ............ 41,070 - 41,070 NICANd_UA
NIDER 41,070 - 41,070 NIBER. . · · · . · . · · · · · ·
NIDERIA ............. 1119,210 - 219,210 NIB(JlA
NaqNAY ............. 2,1SI,SS0 2,1Jl SS0 N011VEJE
M .............. 121,160 I 12i,ES9 ORAN
PAKISTAN ............ 24J, 070 I, 1110 257 ,l?S PNCI ST/d4
PANAMA ............. 112,140 112,140 Pddddd_
PAPUA MEN 11UINEA ........ 41,040 13,20_ 27 · 792 PAPO4J_iE-HDU_LE-0UINEE

!PARAGUAY ............ 110,090 18 10,072 PARAGUAY
PERU .............. 246,420 - 246,420 PEROU

IPHILIPPINES ........... 2117,470 217,470 - PHILIPPINES
IPOLANE) ............. I ,mB9,Zl0 - 1,889,110 PCLOONE
PCmTUGAL ............ 1117,006 - 1117,J9S PORTUGN.
PUERTO RICO ........... 41,055 - 41,005 PORTO RICO

OATAR ............. 2OS,iii -- 2811,lj0 Gl&TM
REPUBLIC OF K_A ........ 2,768,040 2 768 2411 - R·PUBLIGIUE DE COREE
REPUBLIC OF HOL_A ....... II&,ii0 - 616,1100 R[PUBLIQUE DE 14DLII_A
R_NIA ............. 690,190 - 698,190 EOUMENIE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION · · · · · · · 26,1124,270 - 26 ,1124 ,270 FEDERATION DE RUILSIE
RN/_ ............. 40 ,SIS - 40 ,SIS 1114N4M
SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS ...... SJ,J&0 S9 960 - SAIMT-KITTS-ET-44KVIS
SAINT LUCIA ........... 09,1190 19,1190 - SAIHTE-LUCIE
SAINT VINCENT AND THE ORENADINES 40,040 40 840 SAIHT-VINCEHT-LrToIB4ADIMES
SAMOA .............. 40,$10 40,110 SAMOA
SAN IMRIND ........... 19,165 19 ,lIES SAINT-IMAIN
SAD TONE AND PRINCIPE ...... 09,970 09,970 IMO TCIqE-ET-PRINCIPE
SAUD! ARABIA .......... 3,749,64S - $,749,64; ARddlE 8AO_IT·
SENEibM. ............. 40,1100 - 4O,llS0 SEME_
SEVC_f.I.LES ........... 41,0SS - 4) ,111S Si_S
SIERRA LEONE .......... 41,070 - 41,0?O SIERRA LI_
SINJd_ORE ............ diJO,11_I - 410,1190 21MOAPOUIt
SLOVAKI A ............ S24,740 201,825 $22,911 SI.OVAOUIE
SLMNIA ............ 16! ,4S0 169 , 6111 SLMNI l
SQLONON ISLANDS ......... 41 ,OTO - 41,07; II. ES S4LOImN
SOMALIA ............. 41,070 - 41,070 SOMILIE
SPAIN .............. 7,714,740 7,784,740 EBPAONE

Sal L.,_, ............ 40,iii 40,06o 40.AGo u,SM .............. 40 ,_dlO -
SURi MINE ............ 41,070 - 41,1170 8URII#dlK
SNAZIL_ ............ 19,800 10 606 20,224 SmIZl L.6_
MDEN ............. 4,122,815 4,122,1105 - SUEDE
SNI TZERL. AHD ........... 4,SSI ,9SS 4,J51,950 - $UI SEE
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC ...... 160,060 160,060 ItEPUeLIGllf ddddJE S*/tlEMNE
Td_J I K I STAN ........... 2OS · SS0 20iL, IS0 TIDJ i K i ETAN
THAI Ldd4) ............ 4111,J9S 421,59; THAIL_E
THE FORNE11 YUG_AV REP OF , . . 112,140 - 112,140 EXoREp . Ym_L.AVE DE MACE_I_
HACEDONIA ,

TQOO .............. 40,SIO - 4I,I_BO T080
TOKELAU ............. 41,010 - 41 ,IlO TDKKLAU
TONGA .............. 19,77S 09,77iL TC_
TRINIDAD _ TOBAOO ....... 201,115 203,11;- TR1NI TEoET- TC_O
TUNISIA ............. 120,1170 - 120,1175 TUNISIE
TURKEY ............. 1,069,1 lO - 1,1149,1 lO TURQUI E
TURKNEN! STAN .......... 246,420 246,420 TLP.KNEHI STAN
TUVALU ............. 41 ,I7O 41,070 - TLNALU
U(MblDA ............. 41 ,SSS 41 ,iLKS - 0UGd_
UKRAINE ............. 7,J66,860 - 7 iLS6 116S UKRAINE
UNITED ARAB ENIRATES ...... 1102,1195 - 1152,1190 ENIRATS AR/dIES UNIS
UNI TED KI MGIX_I ......... 19,744 ,JJS 19 744 JO si - ROYdULJJ_-UNI
UNITED REPUBLIC OF TAHZddMIA.. . 17,810 - 17,1110 REPU11LIOUE-UMI· DE 1d_I_ANIE
UNITED STATES OF AI4[RICA .... 104,319,920 - 104,$19,920 ETATS-UHIS D'/d4ERI_E
URUGUAY ............. 1J9,2SI - Ii9 · 11iL0 WIUgUAY
UZ11EKI $TAH ........... 1,02&,745 - 1,024,74S OUZlEKISTAN
VAHUATU ............. 40,515 - 40,515 V4U4UATU
VENEZUELA ............ I, 923,220 - 1,925,220 VEM·ZUEI. A
VIET _ ............ 19,950 19 950 VIET
YENE_d .............. 61,070 61. 070- Y2NEN

YUGO_.AVI A ........... 574,910 - 674 · 980 YOUG_AV! E
ZAIRE .............. 41 ,O7O 41 ,O?O ZA1RE
ZAJ4Bl A ............. 40 ,S00 6 · ! 11; $4 · SOS _d_BI E
Z I NIbk11ME ............ 40,060 4O,$&O - ZINBddNE

.........
Total: Contrltutlons In Tetol_ ContriButions
respect of tnt Effective rllltivos Bu 11u4Ie_
MorKlnl 1juliet ........ 4OS, 782,S00 149,111,421 216,&71,077 tf_lctif

(4%. I11t;)m

,,, ,, , ,J ,,i i,,,,i ,, ,

· of conmbut_om to the Effccuve Workmg Budl_t - the comparable percentqts for 1994 and 1993 &-T } i2.so_ · 41 .i_
des conmtmuons au Budget effcc_f - les pourcentages com!Mnbles pouf 1994 et 1993 sont



2. STATUS OF COLLECTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN RESPECT
OF THE 199S ASSESSMENTS (Conc]uded)

2. ETAT DU RECOUVREMENT DES CONTRIBUTIONS FIXEES POUR 1995 (_in)
, i

Member;
Membres

and Auonll_ MalJbas Scxnmes fixes __ Sex·mos rerdmt et Mcmtns usoc]_sa pay_

(USS) , LUSS} {USS),,i
BrOulht fort_erd ....... 4ilS, ?Ii2 ,SOO 16t,111,421 236,671,077 Report

11. Cintrlbut:Lins if ri. ContriButions des nouveaux
nov Ind lormrly 14elmbrls It dis 14elBIDrli
_LnlCtlvl HoMers lutrlfo_LI lnlctlfe

ERITRIEA ............. 41,070 41,070 - £RVTHREE
IMUGU.............. 41,070 41,070 NAURu
NIUE .............. 41,070 - 61,070 NIOUE
SOUTH AFRICA · ......... 1,642,100 ! ,642,800 - AFRIQI_ DU iUD ·

leto2· CentrllJut$one of TetaZz Contributions des
new and Forlterly ...... i,76&,010 I ,liS,170 82,140 niUVllUX NelIDres et des
_knictlvl HoMers HelbrOS Iutrlfoli lnect2fs

Grind total ......... 407,548, J 10 170,795 · 293 2S6,7SZ ,2 ] 7 Total genera2
mB I m · ·BIIIIIIIIII·IB·IIII IlJll · IBI··I · I! Iii ·llllllll IIIll

· Of · _ of USS3 285680_ecaved/rom Sou_ A/nc& tn 1994,USS 80representedan Id_Uon_LIadvancem thc Work3r__p1*_1 Fund
and therm_zmngbALi·cc (USS3 285600) his bec· provmomLIlyIppbed m thc 1994msLLlment(USS I 642800) and 1995msudmcnt
(USS ! 642 800)of South A/nc&'s mM conmbut2on for the financul pined 1994-1995, notwt_u_anchngthe provmons of Flnanc:ai
reiluliUon5.8 and Mthout In any way wudnng M pre_dige the outcome of decmons to Ix taken by the World Health Assembly tn respect
of usesmJcnts on South A/nc& covenng C_ Ix:nM 1966 to 1993.

· Sur lc totaJde USS 3 285680 ver_ par l'Afncluc ctu SLiden 1994, USS 80represmtmt uric ·vance sup!_enentmre au foncL_de roulemenL,
le solcie(USS 3 285 600.-) ye·ant provtsotrement en d_ducuon du mcetant cigpour 1994 (USS I 642 800)et pour 1995(USS I 642 800)
AUUtredc IAconlnbut]on de l'A/nque du SLid pour l'cxerace 1994-1995,nonobstant les c_uons de l'ar13cle5.8
du i_ilJernmt ·manner et sam preJUllCrdes chic,nons clue pr_ndrl l'Assemldec mo·chile de la Santo au sujet des conmbul:ons dc
I'Afnquc du iud pour h pO·ode 1966i 1993.

iii,



3. STATUS OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND

3. ETAT DES AVANCES AU FONDS DE ROUI..EMENT
t

M,,,,,bers Amemnenm Amous received _ due Membra

,nd AmocmtcMembers Somfna fbMes Somma re4;ues Sommesresram et Membra ftm0aa
i IMY_r

, (uss) _ss) _ss)
AFI'IANI SIAN ........... S10 510 - AFIMISTAN

, ALBANIA ............. SI0 SI0 - N. IMNI S
IN. OERIA ............. 6,m0 6,mO - N.OERIE
AMBOI.A ............. SI0 510 - dlINlOL.A
ANTIGUA AND BARBLfi)A....... SI0 SI0 - N4T!OUA-ET-B4dlKJOA

IAROENTIHA ............ IS,910 150910 - ddIWJ4TINE
ARHENIA ............. l,O40 1,040 - MJ4ENi E
AUSTRALIA ............ 79,m0 79,mO - AUSTRALIE
AUSTRIA ............. m,000 18,000 - AUTRICHE
AZKRIIAI JAN ........... 11,780 15,780 - AZERBAi D.JAN

,BSHSIMS ............. SI0 SI0 - IIMMIMS
{IMd4MIN ............. SI0 ill0 - IMbl_lN
BAHOLAI!SH ........... 1,S40 I ,S40 - IIAMI_SH
IIARIIA_ ............ SI0 il0 - BARBADE

:BELARUS ............. 17,910 17,910 - BELddUS
!BELBIUN ............. 64,700 64,700 - BELO!OUE
BELIZE ............. _ SI0 SI0 - BELIZE

:BENIN .............. SI0 SI0 - BENIN
BI.fiJTAN .............. SI0 Si0 - IMOUTAN
BOLIVIA ............. ii0 610 - I_!VIE
BOSNIA AND HERZESOVlHA ..... 2,260 2,260 - IC_IIE-HEIZEBOVINE
BOTSNANA ............ SI0 SI0 - BOT11NANA
MAZIL ............. 69,1160 69,1140 - IRESIL
BRUNEI DAR_ALAN ........ 1,540 1,540 - SRUNEI DMUS_AI4
11ULOARIA ............ 9,2J0 9,250 - BUL.IMbRIS
BURKINA FASO .......... Si0 510 - BI_INA FASO
BURUNDI ............. 510 510 - BURIJ_I
CANBODIA ............ 510 510 -
CAMEROON ............ 510 SI0 - CANL_OUN
CANADA ............. ISS,070 lliS,070 - C4d4ADA
CAPS VERDE ........... 510 si0 - CAPoVERT
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC .... 510 610 - REPUBLIQUE aENTRAFRIP. AIME
CHAD .............. 510 510 - TDI_D
CHILE .............. $,60§ i,600 - CHILl
CHINA .............. 44,160 44,160 - CHINE
COLOMBIA ............ S,6S0 5,660 - COLOMBIE
CI_OROS ............. 510 510 - COI_.S
CONOO .............. 510 Bi0 - CONOO
COOK l SLAJ_ .......... SI0 Si0 - ILKS
COSTA RICA ........... 1,010 1 ,OS0 - C_TA lira
COTE D* IVOIR r .......... ! ,540 1,540 - COTE D' I_01RE
CROATIA ............. 7,110 7,${0 - CROAT!S
CUBA .............. 4,610 4,650 - CIJ_
CYPRUS ............. SI0 510 - CHYPRE
CZECH REPUBLIC ......... 25,150 2S,110 - REPIJBL.IGNJE TCMK_

:DENGCRATIC PEOPL.E*S REP. OW KG11EA 2,570 2,570 - REP, POPULAIRE DEH. _E
:DENMARK ............. m,000 IS,000 - DAMEMARK

OJIBOUTI ............ SI0 510 - DJIBOUTI
DCMINICA ............ 610 510 - DOI41NIQUE
DONINICAN REPUBLIC ....... 1,540 1,540 - REPUBLIG4JE _IINICAINE
ECUADOR ............. 1,0{O 1,0S0 - SGI4MTIEUR
SBYPT .............. {,600 $,600 - SMTS
SL IUM.VNDDP............ 510 ii0 - EL BALVAIDOII
SQUATORIAL GUINEA ........ 510 510 - 8UINEE SQUATORIALE
SRITREA ............. 510 510 : - SRv"rI.IUF,E
SSTONIA ............. 4,690 4,590 - SSTONI tr
ETHIOPIA ............ 510 510 - ETHIOPIE
FIJI .............. 510 510 - FIDJI
FINLAND ............. 24,140 24,140 - FINLANDE
FRANCE ............. 128,120 1211,120 - FRANCS
8AIK_ .............. 1,010 1,050 - NON
ilANBI A ............. 510 SI0 - MIS
BEORGIA ............. 15,200 iS,200 - eEOROIE
BERNAHY ............. 500,140 500,140 - AI.LEOM_
GHANA .............. 1,010 i ,850 - IMANA
GREECE ............. 20,050 20,ii0 - 11_CE
8RENAE_ ............. 510 510 - BRSNADE
GUATEMALA ............ 1,0S0 1,0S0 - GUATEI4d_A
GUINEA ............. SI0 51.0 - SUINEE

IGUINEA-11ISSAU .......... SI0 610 - SUINEE-IIISSAU
8UY_d4A ............. 510 510 - GUY/dM

IHAITI .............. Si0 510 - HAITI
HONDURAS ............ 510 510 - HDNDURAS
HUNGARy ............. Il,100 !1,{00 - H_48RIE
I CSLAI4) ............. 1,540 1,540 - ISLAND[
II4)!A .............. 17,910 17,910 - INDE
INDOICS! A............ i,6110 6,680 - INDONESIE
IRAN [I_d. AHIC REPUI. IC OF) . . . 29,270 29,270 - IRAN (RSFU_IOUE ISL/d4ICK/E D'}
IRAQ .............. 6,170 6,170 - IRAQ
IRELAND ............. 9,250 9,250 - IRLAHDE
ISRAEL ............. Il,S00 lI,100 - ISRAEL
ITALY .............. IBS,450 1BI,650 - ITALIE
JAMAICA ............. 1,050 1,050 - JdM_l OUE
.JAPAN .............. 5:'0,160 520,160 - JN'ON
JORDAN ............. 510 SI0 - JMDSNIE
KAZAKHSTAH ........... 21,111 O 21,1110 - KAZAKHSTAN
KENYA .............. SI0 il0 - KEMVA
KIRI11ATl ............ 510 510 KIR!IMTI
KUNAIT ............. 12,SS0 12,110 - KOI4EIT
KVlqOV2qJTAJq ........... {,460 {,440 - K1118HIZISTN_
LAS PEOPLE'S _NgCRATIC REPUBLIC 510 510 - REP. IZNOCRATIOIJE P0PULAIRE LAC)
LATVIA ............. 11,040 11,040 - LSTTONIE
LEIM/4_ ............. 1,050 1,0S0 - LIIMN
LESOTHD ............. 510 510 - LESOTI42
LIBERIA ............. 510 510 - LIBERIA
LIBYAN dkqAB JANAHIRIYA ..... 12,1140 12,1140 - JANANIRIYA AIqABE LIMNNE
LITHUANIA ............ 9,1110 9,180 - LITLMNIE
LUXENK)URG ........... S, 080 ];, 910 - LUIKEIm(XIRG

I NADAGASCAR ........... 510 SI0 - IMD4OAS_
NALAMI ............. 610 510 - N&LAMI
NALAYSIA ............ 4,650 4,6{0 - NALAISIS

i NALOIVES ............ 510 510 - HALDIVlES
NALI .............. SI0 510 - HAL!
Jq_.TA .............. 510 510 - NN. TE

i NARS_L ISLAN_ ........ SI0 510 - ILKS NAR11d_LL
u



3. STATUS OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND ('Concluded)

3. ETAT DES AYANCES AU FONDS DE ROUI..EMENT(I'in)

, i ,

Members _ Amounts n_nved Balances dug Me_nbres

Iud AICGite Mcmkn Somma flxKs Son_es repro Son_i M I._Um] t et Membres Ilsocl,

(uss) (uss) (uss),i, ,,

NAURITANIA ........... SI0 SI0 - HAURITANI i
HAURITIUS ............ SI0 {10 - NAURICE
HEWICO ............. 44,160 44,1&0 IqExI ODE
HI_NSIA (FEDERATED STATES OF} {ii0 SI0 - MI_NSIE (ETATS _RES DEl

............. !il0 El0 MONACO
!140Ng0LIA ............ {ii0 SI0 - 1_3NOOLIE
I_ItGCCO ............. 2,S70 2,J71i - MAR(X:
{14OZAHIIOU[ ........... {;10 El0 - 14DZAMBI QUE
{fefdgOMR ............. {ii0 SI0 - 14V_d44Af_
Ndd41BIA ............. El0 Jl{i - NAINIBIE

I_U .............. SI0 SI0 - NAURU

INIEp/IL.............. SI0 {SI0 - NEPALNETHERLANDS........... 19,860 19,860 PAYS,-Rd_
[MEN ZEAL.AMD........... 12,1140 12,B40 - NOUVELLE-ZELANDE
IHI--UA ............ El0 il0 Hl_
INISER .............. {ii0 SI0 - MZ_R
NI_RIA ............. 9,760 9,760 MZ_RIA

INIDE .............. S10 El0 Ml_
INDIqNAY ............. ;iS · 610 2S, 610 NORVEDE

IOIMH .............. {il0 {il0 OMAHPAKISTAN ............ {,080 {,080 - P_JSTAN
FPi ............. 1,{il0 1 ,{i$0 P_
IP_ MEN GUINEA ........ 510 610 - P_IE-_LLE-SUI_E
!PARAGUAY ............ {}!0 SI0 - PARAGUAY
PERU .............. ii,&00 $.&O0 - PEROU

IPHILIPPINES ........... 4,4S0 4,6S0 - PHI LIPPI_$
IP_ ............. _6,_6o si,44o - POLOm4E
_PORTUGAL ............ 9,2S0 J,250 - PORTU_d.
{P_RTD RICO ........... {ilo JlO - PIDRTO RIC0
gATAR .............. 1,540 1,540 - QATAR

REP_IC OF _A ........ 9,2S0 9,2E0 - REP_I_ K _EE
REPUBLIC OF H01.DOVA ....... 9,110 9,1110 - REPU!ILi0UE DE 14Gl.DOrA
RGIMHIA ............. 9,760 9,760 - RIDIJ04dMMIE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION ....... 416,720 416,720 - FE]DERATIGN DE RUBBLE
RI4dd4D_ ............. SI0 S10 - RNdMMDA
_I_ KITTS _ _VZS ...... SI0 El0 - _I_-KITT_ET-_VIS
SAINT LUCIA ........... {il0 El0 - SAI N*TE-LUCIE
SAINT VINCENT AND THE _1_S {il0 BiO - _I_-V!_-ET-_I_S
S4/40A .............. El0 El0 - BAINDA
SdMMlUdl I NO ........... 610 SI0 - SAI IqrT-NARIN

TN K PRI_iPE ...... {il0 510 - SAD T_-ET-PRI_IPE
BAUD! ARABIA .......... 41,140 41,140 - M_IE _ITE
SENEGAL.............. lB10 S 10 - SENIEiiAL
H_ES ........... 510 S10 - _ES
SIERRA LEONE .......... {il0 SI0 - SIERRA LEONE
SI NGBPORE ............ 4,&lB0 4,6E0 - SI NGAPOUR
SLOVAKI A ............ 12,670 12,670 - SI. OVAQUIE
k_NlA ............ S,070 5,070 - _NIE
SGLC94ON ISL/d43S ......... SI0 SI0 - II. ES S4LGNDM
SONAI. I A............. {}10 {il0 - SOHALIE
SOUTH AFRICA .......... 20,S4 n 2O,{i&0 - _1_ _ S_
_A{N .............. ')7 ·0E0 97, gE0 - E_
SRI LAMKA............ si0 {il0 - SKI kIA
SUDAN.............. 510 {il0 - SOUDAH
BURl IM/4E ............ SI0 {;10 - SURINAME
SNAZI LAJ4) ............ 510 {;10 - SMAZI LAHD
SMEDEN ............. 66,240 66,240 - SUEDE
f44ZTZERLAND........... 55,460 5S,440 - SUZS_
S_IAN M_ REPUBLIC ...... 1,540 1,S4O - REP_I_ _ S_IE_
TAJIKISTAH ........... {,440 1,440 - T_IKIST_
Tt,_f_ILAJ_fD ............ 4,110 4,110 - THAI t.dW,,_
THE FGJIHER YUGG_..AV REP OF . . . 1.0{0 1,{iS0 - EX-RtrP. YOUGD_LAVI_DE 14ACE:Z_IME

IMCEDQNI A
TDGO .............. SI0 SI0 - TIDGO

TDKELAU............. S10 {; 1O - TOKEL. AU
I TONGA .............. SI0 El0 - TDI'4G,_

TRINIDAD AH{) TDILd_D ....... I ,{i40 I ,S40 - TRIIMITE-ET-TGB_J_D
TUNISIA ............. 1,640 1,J40 - TUNI SIE

! TURKEY ............. IS, 920 IE ,920 - TUROUIE
TURKMENISTAN .......... { ,450 { ,4SO - TURKMIENI STAN

TUVALU ............. BiO trio - TUVA_U
UGAHD_ ............. BiO {il0 - O_
UKRAINE ............. 66,240 61,240 - UKRAINE
UNITED _ ENIRATES ...... 8,220 11,220 - EHIRATS _S _IS
UNITED K INGDO_ ......... 2SS.IS0 2't_. lOG - RDYAUME-UNI
UNITED REPU{ILIC OF T_ANIA. · . BiO El O - REPU_IOUE-_IE DE T_IE
UNITED STATES OF _RIr'A .... 1,2R1,700 1,2113,700 - ETAT_UNIS D'_RIOUE
URUOUAY............. 2, nB0 2,060 - URUGUAY
U_EK I ST_ ........... I & ,070 l& ,070 - OU_K IST_
VANUATU............. S10 S10 - VANUATU
VENEZUELA............ 27,710 27,750 - VENEZUELA
VIET NAN ............ 1.0110 I,OS0 - VIET IMM
YEHEN.............. 1,020 1,020 - YENEN
Y_LAVI A ........... 7,420 7,42{i - _AVIE
ZAIRE .............. SI 0 {il O - ZAI RE
Z_!A ............. 510 El0 - Z_IE
ZI NBAIB,E ............ 1,0S0 1,050 - ZI HBA{M4E

Totll_ ............ J,ilig,lig0 E,15_,li90 0 Tot8_

mmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm!Immmmmmmltmmmmmmllm,

, , i , ,,i ,



4. OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS RELATING TO THE EFFECTIVE WORKING BUI_rI'S OF YEARS

PRIOR TO 1995 FOR WHICH THE WORLD HEALTH ASSZHBLY AUTHORIZED SPECIAL ARRAI_ENENTS

4. CONTRIBUTIONS DUES AU TZTRE DU BUDGET EFFKCTI_ D*EXERCXCES ANTERXE_S A 1995 POUR

LESQUET.T.KS L*ASSEJiBLEE HONDIALE DE LA SANTE A AUTORISE DES ARRANGEHENTS SPECIAUX

Y_m

wtn_ mrf__mmlnmpa.)_Me Pa_ncnu _an_d _dm of
co_0h'_- °m_ m1995 uMlnhz4nu

ut_menm

are ptyiMe of a_nbuUom &s piyiMe
Members of i.1.1995 Mazdzu

find Aloc.iiz Manbers _ au
cog1 de Ac0mp_u restlnt d et Mem{Tes 8moa_

vaKr au uu'e da Veroemem r_'us SMde des
Liqudle la cMmnbuuoM en 1995 A venw

KomjXa mTWWUccmohdea
mnt dus au 1.1.1995

(uss) (uss) (uss)

BELARUS BELARUS
irringoments 4n UTIUSEOliOIItl
accor_hume w4th aonformbont & la
resolution li!M4S. 23 z6eolution lli!J4S. 23

1997/06 008,361 - 908,361

Total 908,_S1 - 908,361 Totm2

CHAD TCHAD
_rrlngomentl An
aoeordamm wLt3_
reaolut4on iff!A37.6 141o_Lut4on Jllb37.6

1990 11 ; 177 ' 11,177
1991 11 , 177 ' 11,177
1992 11 · 177 - 11 · 177
1993 11 · 177 ' 11 ·177
19!)4 11 , 177 ' 11;177

Total SS·88S SS·68S TotL_

DOIIXNZCAN IOa)UBLXC BEPUBLZIIUE DQNZNZ_
orrmngomonts _n mT!n_tUl
accoL_bume with ooofoi_mmut i la
rosoAut4on Pl_q. 7 rdbolut_Lon NIL13.7

198S 14,048 14,048
1986 ZS· 4S83 1,4S7 24 ,ZZ6
1987 ZS,683 - 25,683
1988 25,683 - 2S·683
1009 25,682 - 25,682

Total 116,779 1S·SOS 101,274 Total

ROIMNZA ROUNANXE
irrugomenful h lufrml_tUl
acoordanoe u4th aOUfOrUimont L la
resolut4on iff!L1�. 16 M3.u_u IIHLtO. 16

1994 222 ·tM - 222 ·�M
1995 222 · 9S& ' 222, OM
1996 222 · 958 ' 222 ) 9S8

i

Tota3 668 · 874 - 668,874 Total

U![RAZHE Ulat,AZNE
mrrmngeBonts 4n IrrinloWonf. I
accordance w4th oonfoilubont & la
reso_ut4on NIM4S. 23 r6eo_ut_on NIM4S. 23

1997/06 3)428)48S - 3,428)48S

Total 3,428·48S - 3·428;48S Totm_
i

Grand total 5,178,384 15,S05 5·162)879 Tot4_ IMu_ral



OTHER OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS RELATING TO:
A) THE EFFECTIVE WORKING BUDGETS OF YEARS PRIOR TO 1995, AND
B) UNBUDGETED ASSESSMENTS

AUTRES SOMMES DUES AU TITRE
A) DES CONTRIBUTIONS AU BUDGET EFFECTIF D'EXERCICES ANTERIEURS A 1995, L
B) DES CONTRIBUTIONS NON INSCRITES AU BUDGET

i MIIIII'I II|lRCtl dill o 114111 rlltlnt dill NIIbrll
lilt d_lllC|ltl NtJlt'I It NIImf'll IIIIC[ts

I 1984-199I 1991 1982 19ti 1994 ?otol
t (_$) CUSS) (USI) (USS) (USS) (USS)
I .... ,, ..............
AP_iNZST*N ............. 40,78 40,710 _I_HZST_
ALIiHIA ............... 90 90 i4LBiHZE
ANgCLA ................ 10,494 11,lTl 4O,iSS 104,719 NiB·LA
AHTISUA AND IM/UIUOA......... 211,484 I1 ,mE 17,190 li,695 41,070 174,894 AKT1BUA-ET-IARIUIM
ddHENI A............... il6,440 J11,710 511,910 1,204,060 *R#ENIE
AZERIMIJiH 107,720 II0,&JO 862 470 ] 880 840 421ERIMII)JAN
BELilUS ............... 1,927,420 1,927,420 BELddUS
BOSNIA AND HERZEIIOVIN4 ....... 16,070 146,770 164,210 127,620 I_SNIE-_GOVINE
IIAZII. ............... 1,20S,4SS I 1,2Oi,4SS BIES! L
IKA,8411A .............. 2101 ,SSS 261 ,lIS ILL84A I E
8URKIN4 PASO ............ 21,741 17,18S 16,S90 40,110 IS6,098 IURKINA FAS·
IURUNDI ............... 21,708 17,290 16,1OS 41,070 116,760 I_ONDI
Ci/4BQOIA .............. 152,90! Z1,0SS 17,290 $6,195 41,070 279,069

IC411.ROON .............. 21,421 21,421 _.N4ERDLM

icRNTRAL N'RICAN REPURLIC ...... IS,tS8 41,070 75,821 REPUILIQUE CENTRAFRICAIHE
_dd) ................ 8,72'4 il,nj 17,290 S6,i�S 41,070 101,114 TCHAD
CHILE ................ III,S10 118,860 CHILl
COHOROS............... 167,174 I1,0SE 17,290 16,690 41,070 il $ ,284 CON0P_S
COMIO................ 117,191 227,000 266,290 26i,695 191,070 1,267,$01 L_N00
COSTA RICA ............. 12,751 Il,E70 52,101 ICO_TA RICA
CROATIA ............... SSI,910 SIS. 910 !CROATIE
CU11A................ 202.82I 114,745 $69,150 187 · 198 ICUBA
DJIlOUT! .............. !J,875 IS,liS 40.?iS 92,445 IDJIICUTI
IXX4INI CAH REP_ILIC ......... $40,145 91,170 111 ,Ii5 76,Sl5 82,140 7OO, 725 REPUI. IOU[ DOHINICAINE
ECUAIXm............... 29.611 111,080 12Z,210 262,9Si EGNiTEUR
EL SiLVAD_ ............. 41,070 41,870 EL Sd_VAD(_
EOUATGRIiL 8UINEA .......... 187,Iii Il,lES 17,290 16,t�S 41,070 25i,446 8UINEE trOOATC_IiLE
ESTONIA ............... 220,160 217,490 S87,680 ES?ONEE
84JK_ ................ II.H7 7];,il5 81,120 167,542 8AQON
MIA ............... 14,215 41,065 tiS,BOO MIE
04[01814 ............... 298,I10 IMI,�S0 062,470 2,004,750 i_OROl E
GmtEN4OA............... B,9S2 41,070 70,022 MENA!_
BUATENiLA .............. 21,9t7 71,110 12,140 184,492 8U4TEIMJ. A
GUINEA ............... l,li7 41,070 42,417 8UINEE
BUINEA-IISS_J ............ !1,121 17,200 S6,itJ 41,070 124,178 8UINEE-81SIMU
HART! ................ SI · OiS $J,170 IS,07S 41,070 142 ,870 HAITI
HONDURAS .............. IS,SIS 11.$20 Hm48URAS
IRAN (18LAHIC REPUBt. IC OF) ..... 1,472,194 1,472,194 lind (REPUBLIQUE ISLAf41QUE D*)
IRAQ ................ I88, El2 172,67S 447,4ii 477,015 Sli,910 2,719,417 IRAQ
KAZAKHSTdU_ ............. 16i,710 I ,IS4,160 _ ,196,176 2,9S6,460 KAZNCHSTiH
KENYA................ 12,l!4 $2,O14 KENYA
<YROY_S?iH ............. 74,110 220,110 246,420 E41,160 KIRSHIZISTd_
LATVIA ............... S2S ,290 111,710 J11,910 1,170,910 LETTONI E
_IKIIA ............... 06,127 i1 ,OBi 17,290 16,195 41,070 212,457 LIIERIA
'!BYAH dd40 Ji/44HIRIYA . . . . . . . 854,061 944,s00 ],790,6s6 JddMHIRIYA d_qA8E LIBYENNE
_1THUAHIA .............. 127,110 S87,100 &16,050 1,110,480 LITUNilE
q&O_4.SC4A ............. 10,024 10,024 NN_d;4.._._
qiJ. AMI ............... 10,401 10,8J11 NiLNdl
qi_l 26,69S 24 495 NiLI· . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . ·
qAL_qITANJA ............. li.101 41,070 77 · 178 NAURITANIE
qlCRDI4E$IA (PrEIZRATED S'rA?ES OF) . . 1,580 $,JO0 NICRIMESIE IETA?S FE_ERE$ DE)
_I0_R ................ 11 36,695 41,070 77,1116 N]0ER
qlO[RIA ............... 14,796 710,720 819,210 1,614,746 NIKRIA
t4Hi/M ............... 16.S92 82,140 118,732 PiHi/M
'EKO ................ 171.710 220,160 246,420 640,510 PEROU
,OLNdD ............... 1,2_8,SO6 1,298,5111 POLGGHE
)AT&q ................ 102,675 102,475 IM?Nt
IEPUBLIC OF H_._OVA ......... 211,100 117,100 616,050 1,414,450 REPUI_IQUE DE HI_DOVA
IOIMNI A............... 494,168 494,1611 ROUNN41E
_USSlAN FEIXRATION ......... 7,111,420 26,824,270 14,i06,690 FEDERATION DE RUStlE
_MANDA ............... I ii,141 40·010 74,660 RNANOA
_INT VINCENT AND THE 8_ENADINES . , I 19,447 19,647 SilNT-VIHCENT-ET-MENADZHES
_EHE_ ............... I 19,463 16,160 11,515 40,810 111,998 8EHEOAL
;EY_HE_LES ............. 2,146 i_,220 41,015 77,626 SEYD_J. LES
LOeM_.1A ............... S9,211 31 ,SSS 17,290 16,691 41,070 205,221 _OIML I E
_URINi/4E .............. I ii,iOS 41,070 77.766 SU_IM
;A_IKISTiH ............. I 74,110 220,160 205,150 S00,O�O TiJ3JI KI STAN

rO0_ ............... : li, 052 40,088 7&.462 TOGOrRINlDd_ AND TOIABO........ 156,011 1S6.833 TRINITE-ET-TOBAOO
tUNISIA ............... 11,08_ I_ ,SOl TLMISIE
_URKEY ............... I 419,110 419,110 TURQUIE
rURKHENISTAH ............ 24,1110 220,160 246,420 491 ,_40 TL_KNEHISTd_4
JK_AINE ............... I 4,206,400 7,SSi,liS 11,015,11S UKRAINE
JNITED STATES OF AHERICA ..... . 13,226,949 13,226,949 ETATS-UNI$ D*ANERIOUE

JRUGUAY.............. : 146,770 159,800 301,425 URUGUAY_ZilEKISTAH ............ 172,1190 i ,027,4_0 1,026,745 2,427,005 OUZIIEKISTAN
· NEZUELA .............. I I ,_2_,461 1,921.220 3,241,6115 VEHEZUELA
"EMEN................ I 11,719 57,210 11,070 117,074 YENE#
"UGK3_.AVi A ............. 1,097,JE0 1,I19,6&0 471,022 574,910 _,190,192 YOUSO_AVI E
'AIRE ................ 11,855 37,290 16,690 41,070 141,118 ZAIRE

Tttl2 A 2,112,920 2,144,]42 5,211,147 2S:2?I,0S& 71,010,117 107,114,627 TOtl: A

_URU ................ 142 142 NAUlU
JKRAIHE............... ] ,rdl5,770 I,SIS,770 UKRAINE

....
_'t"_I I ,u 775 _,_ 1.m.,17 _,t.28

....... . ..........
8rln4 t0tl_ 2.112,925 2,344,162 6,817,122 20,274,006 71,83"',279 109,400,544 ?etll Itnlrl2



6. UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS INCLUDED IN THE UNDISTRIBUTED RESERVE

6. CONTRIBUTIONS IMPAYEES COMPRISES DANS LA RESERVE NON REPARTIE

Balances due - Sommes restantA payer

Member Membre

1966/118 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 Total

m (uss) (uss) (usS) (uss) (uss) (uss) (uss)

N SOUTH AFRXCA.......... 1.q,292,41S 1,211,280 1,36&,47S 1,36&,47S 1,&40,71S 1,467,700 22,34S,0&0 Jl AFRXQUE DU SLID

1S,292,41! 1,211,280 1,366,47g 1,366,47S 1,640,71S 1,467,700 22,34S,060

* Sec note on palp: 4.
Voir nme pase 4.


